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senior writer 
JMU students and parents pay nearly $17 million 
into the university's auxiliary budget every year, but 
the university isn't required to say how the money is 
being spent 
Each full-time undergraduate student pays more 
than SI,800 towards this budget, but administrators 
said a breakdown of the fee is not available. 
But members of the Student Government 
Association now are writing a report on how 
comprehensive fees are spent. It is expected to be 
finished this week, and some students said they 
would be very interested in that information. 
"1 think whenever you pay for anything, you 
should know what the money's going for," junior 
Renec Moran said. 
"They should put tuition and fees, and then put a 
list and tell what the fees are," she said. 
Of the S 16,991,954 projected to be collected 
through the university's "comprehensive fee" for 
this academic year, about 40 percent — or S6.7 
million — is designated for athletics. Each student 
pays an estimated $680 towards the athletic 
program. 
Parents are probably not concerned with having 
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Michael Van Yahres, an architect from Charlottesville, describes plans for extensive 
renovations to JMU's arboretum Tuesday at a press conference. The plans call for $2.6 
million worth of work, including a new road, a new entrance, several new gardens and a 
large visitors center. 
University proposes $2.6 million 
in future renovations to arboretum 
by Peggy Ware 
senior writer 
JMU plans to invest S2.6 million worth of 
donations in the university's arboretum across 
Interstate-81, improving its looks and providing 
research facilities for students, said university 
officials at a Sonner Hall press conference Tuesday. 
"As outstanding as the arboretum is, we feel we 
can make it better," said JMU President Ronald 
Carrier, calling the proposal "bold and exciting." 
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, director of the arboretum and 
professor of biology, said the plans are just a 
"matter of revising existing gardens and continuing 
the development without disrupting the activities of 
the arboretum." 
While implementing the plans, "We want to have 
as little environmental impact as possible," he said. 
With private funds, the university plans to build a 
two-way road, a new entrance, several new gardens 
and the centerpiece of the project — a several 
hundred thousand dollar visitors' center with an 
adjacent parking area. 
But JMU must get private donations for the project 
before it establishes a concrete ume frame to start the 
development. 
"We still need to raise money for it," Carrier said. 
"No public funds will be used for this project. We 
expect to do the project when we have the funds 
available." 
The proposed barn-like structure will serve as a 
multi-purpose building housing retail sales, 
educational facilities and a museum, said Michael 
Van Yahres, chairman of Van Yahres Associates 
Landscape Architects Inc. of Charlottesville, the firm 
contracted to design the plans. 
The main building will be surrounded by "very 
formal gardens" and will have an adjacent glass 
conservatory. Van Yahres said. 
But first JMU plans to construct a new access 
road to loop around the arboretum to this facility, he 
said. 
The new road plans would allow limited 
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automobile access for visitors to "get a 
quick grasp of the garden," Van 
Yahres said, without interrupting "the 
enjoyment or the scholarly research 
within the garden." 
Clearing up the muddy pond is the 
















solution   —  
adding a blue-green dye to the water 
— the plans work to alleviate the 
sources of the muddy drainage. 
"What we decided to do is control 
[the drainage] by manipulating the 
valley and creating places where the 
run-off could discharge its silt, thereby 
making the water quality purer in the 
garden," Van Yahres said. 
The new road will also work as a 
dam, he said. "No matter what kind of 
intensity of storm there will be a 
necklace of possible impoundments to 
capture the water. "Storm water will 
essentially bypass the pond, enter a 
new route, and then go into a larger 
drainage system." 
Construction behind Valley Mall 
"We are doing 
everything we can with 
this off-sight water to 
keep it as pure as 
possible." 
Michael Van Yahres 
architect 
also affects silt collection. Local land 
developer Bill Neff "will build two 
strategic storm water detention sights 
in collaboration with some of our 
points of view," Van Yahres said. 
"We are doing everything we can with 
this off-sight water to keep it as pure 
as possible as it enters the arboretum." 
Carrier said Neff "has a 
responsibility to 
catch the water 
running off his 
construction," 









Neff    has 
received 
   criticism from 
both city officials and 
environmentalists for several years for 
not controlling the drainage from his 
construction sites behind Valley Mall. 
"We think the pond will become 
clear as a result and that the water will 
become a true part of the garden and 
not something we have to live with 
day to day," Van Yahres said. 
The changes will occur gradually 
over the next 10 to 12 years. Van 
Yahres said. 
The administration and the 
Arboretum Advisory Council 
endorsed the proposal which is 
expected to get final approval by the 
JMU Board of Visitors at its next 
meeting. 
COURTESY OF JMU DANCE THEATRE 
Movement 
Jennifer Barberich rehearses for the upcoming 
performance of the Contemporary Dance Ensemble. The 
company will perform Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
nights at 8 p.m. in Latimer-Schaffer Theatre. 
Campaigns heat up as elections near 
by Nicole Motley 
staffwriter 
Some changes and a little controversy have 
marked the last days before Tuesday's Student 
Government Association and Honor Council 
elections. 
The SGA won't have a legislative vice president 
this year, after the SGA passed a bill to eliminate the 
position for next next year. 
Scott Surovell, the current SGA adminstrative 
vice president, said he thinks the elimination of the 
position "will improve elections, because I noticed 
last year that some people got legislative and 
administrative vice president confused." 
The president and chairman pro-tempore will take 
over the legislative vice president's duties. 
The SGA Elections Committee also had 
personnel changes, when one member decided to run 
for office. The committee initially denied freshman 
Eric Withrow's candidacy Thursday, but JMU's 
Judicial Control Board overruled the committee and 
said he could run.. 
Withrow, former co-chairman of the SGA 
Elections Committee, is running for treasurer 
According to Elections Committee Chairwoman 
Maggie Brock, the election rules for candidates 
specifically state that "if any member has intentions 
to run for office, he or she is required to resign from 
the commiuee immediately." 
"There was a question as to when [Withrow] 
resigned and when he became a candidate," Brock 
said. 
Withrow appealed the decision to the Judicial 
Control Board, headed by Dr. Al Menard, associate 
vice president for student affairs. The board granted 
Withrow candidacy Monday but penalized him for 
entering past the deadline. 
While candidates are normally reimbursed for 
one-half of their campaign costs up to 5150, 
Withrow's cap was placed at $75. Also, by not 
ruling until Monday, Menard said the period from 
Thursday to Monday served as a suspension on any 
campaigning that Withrow could perform. 
"I didn't think the decision [by the elections 
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Correction 
Student David Mangum, 19, of 
Durham, N.C. received 25 hours 
of community service on charges 
of possession of a fake driver's 
license and being drunk in public 
Sept. 27. Incorrect information was 
printed in Monday's issue. 
Also in Monday's issue, Director 
of Public Safety Alan MacNutt 
was paraphrased incorrectly. The 
statement should have read that 
MacNutt supports bike paths in 
Harrisonburg. 
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Dr. Ruth educates, entertains about sex 
by Sara Hammel 
senior writer 
Dr. Rulh Weslheimer, a 
psychosexual ihcrapisi, mixed facts 
with humor to educate a JMU 
audience in Wilson Hall Monday 
night. 
Weslheimer, who had a radio show 
in the '80s called "Sexually 
Speaking," said the locus of her 
discussion was to "bury some of the 
myth" by leaching people to be 
"sexually liieraie." 
As an example of sexual 
"ignorance," Weslheimer lold of a 
young girl who had gotten pregnant 
because she believed she could nol 
conceive her first lime having sex. 
Weslheimer mentioned AIDS, and 
stressed ihc use of condoms to prevent 
pregnancy and protect against sexually 
transmitted diseases. She recently 
returned from an AIDS fundraiser 
which Madonna also atlended. 
Weslheimer wore a rubber dress to the 
event, "in order lo imply condoms." 
She said the outfit was a hit with 
ihc audience. "I gol almost as much 
applause as Madonna. She gol a Iitile 
more, because she went topless." 
During her speech, Weslheimer 
also emphasized her abortion rights 
views, which she admitted might be a 
controversial move. 
"You have to stand up and be 
counted for what you believe," she 
said. "Abortion must remain legal." 
Weslheimer said she would like lo 
dispel   the   common   myth   that 
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Dr. Ruth Westheimer spoke to a packed Wilson Hall Monday. 
masturbation causes physical harm. It 
is perfectly natural, she said. Bui she 
also emphasized privacy concerning 
masturbation and all other sexual acts. 
"I speak very openly, bul I'm also 
old fashioned," Weslheimer said. "I 
believe that sex is, and ought to 
remain, a private mailer." 
She also cited statistics thai 30 
percent of women "do not experience 
sexual satisfaction" during 
intercourse. But five percent, she said, 
can have an orgasm silling still in a 
packed auditorium. 
"Bul I would never ask a show of 
hands," Weslheimer said. 
For aboul half of her presentation, 
Weslheimer allowed questions from 
the floor, and many JMU sludenis 
took advantage of ihc opportunity. 
One student asked how Weslheimer 
deals with pornography in her private 
psychosexual practice, and 
Westheimer drew a line between 
sexually explicit material and violent 
material. 
"Anything that involves violence is 
in my way of thinking, pornography," 
Westheimer said. 
"I am not so worried about the 
amount of sex we see on television," 
she said. 
But she said she would like sex on 
television to show safe sex, wilh 
condoms next lo the bed if necessary. 
Weslheimer was also asked if she 
had any experience wilh the new 
female condom, bul she said, "I'll tell 
you, I've been married 31 years." 
She said she could nol recommend 
the female condom until there was 
scientific daia confirming its 
effectiveness. 
Near the end of ihc qucstion-and- 
answer period, a student asked 
Westheimer to attend a fraternity 
formal wilh a friend who was silling 
in ihc audience. When his friend stood 
up, Weslheimer said to a roaring 
audience, "1 wanl to talk to you alone 
later." 
Junior Jeff Barnes, who asked ihc 
question, said his friend was more 
nervous than he was. And Barnes said 
although he used lo listen to her radio 
show, Monday night surpassed his 
expectations. "She was a lot funnier 
lhan I expected," he said. 
Weslheimer also said somclimcs 
college students who arc educated 
about contraception and disease" 
protection sometimes display 
irresponsibility when it comes lo 
condoms. 
"Very often young people think that 
nothing is going lo happen to them," 
Weslheimer said. "Thai's the nature of 
young people." 
SGA, Honor Council candidates 
give campaign platforms to Senate 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
SGA reporter 
The candidates for the 1993-94 Honor Council 
and SGA Executive Council campaigned to the 
Senate for next week's election at Tuesday's 
Student Government Association meeting. 
With the exception of Laura Lcighlon, 
candidate for treasurer, all SGA and Honor 
Council candidates spoke at the meeting. 
Major campaign issues raised by the 
candidates and the Senate included: disclosure 
and disbursement of student fees, multicultural 
awareness, lobbying for higher education and 
financial aid, the image of the SGA, 
communication bclwccn students and the SGA 
and a greater voice for the SGA on university 
issues. 
Mark Wundcr, the current SGA treasurer, said 
lhal the SGA has a surplus of around $2,000 for 
the curreni academic year. Some of the money 
will be used lo purchase software for a new 
computer, he said. The SGA will also be making 
a $250 contribution to Citizens Against Sexual 
Assault's art auction. 
"A lot |of the surplus funds I came from 
Christmas tree on ihc quad, il cost SI,(XX) less 
lhan we thought," Wunder said. "The copy rcnuil 
agrccmcnl (lo rent a photocopier) was also 
$1,000 less lhan budgeted." 
Also at the meeting: 
• A bill was passed stating that the SGA will 
adopt a philanthropy each year. This spring the 
SGA will collect students' unwanted items al ihc 
end of Ihc year to donate them lo Ihc Salvation 
Army. 
• A bill was passed slating that the SGA Finance 
Committee will follow the SGA's criteria and 
disbursement of student fees. 
The bill was vetoed by the executive council 
meeting Wednesday because it was nol inclusive 
enough, and needs lo be rcwriuen, according lo 
Secretary Laura McClintock. 
• The Food -Services Committee reported thai 
larger cups and increased costs al campus soda 
vending machines arc due lo high repair costs of 
the soon-to bc-phascd-oul older machines, 
Senator Jennifer Mclzger said. 
• McClintock announced lhal Inicrlailh Campus 
Ministries will be sponsoring Holocaust 
Remembrance Day on April 19. 
• McClintock reported the bill lo remove Ihc 
legislative vice presideni position had been 
passed by the Executive Council. 
Campus Police buy 
new van for nighttime 
cadet escort service 
Campus cadets can now provide bcllcr nighllimc 
escort service thanks lo ihc purchase of a new van, ihc 
director of public safety said. 
The JMU police department recently purchased a 
1993 Ford Aerostar van for about $15,000, Alan 
MacNull said. The while, four-wheel drive van has 
been in service for aboul a week. 
Because il is four-wheel drive, "the van is excellent 
for less-lhan-idcal wcalhcr conditions, like the receni 
snow storm," MacNull said. 
Before ihc rcccnl purchase, cadets borrowed an old 
Acrosiar van from ihc JMU motor pool. The van was 
not accessible al all limes and the police department 
had to pay mileage lo use it, MacNull said. 
The new van is also easily identifiable because il 
has ihc JMU logo on ihc side, he added. 
Campus cadet Slu Strange, who has driven the van, 
feels the purchase was worthwhile. 
"Sometimes the |old| van would be loaned oui lo 
someone else and wc would have lo drive an old 
station wagon or squad car," he said. "All of ihc 
students and cadcls who have ridden in the |ncw| van 
seem very pleased." 
The on-campus escort service is available from l) 
p.m. lo 2 a.m. Monday through Thursday and from 9 
p.m. lo 3 a.m. Friday and Saturday, MacNull said. 
— Jonathan Rhudy 
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•and much more.... 
All Printing Done Locally* 
Yancey Fundraising 
Making Fundraising Fun! 
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MOLE HILL BIKES 
OPEN HOUSE MARCH25.26.27. 
OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR! 
OHEOK OUT OUR HUGE SELECTION OP 
5 *?i£!)!T BIKES FOR THE RTDF ACROSS 
CAMPUS TO TOUGHEST MOUNTAIN TRAILS 
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WHSV-TV 
WHSV-TV3 now accepting 
resumes for part-time 
production assistants. Some 
experience preferred, and 
college degree helpful. No 
phone calls accepted. E.E.O. 




WHSV-TV3 P.O. Box TV-3 
Harrisonburg, Va 22801 
Great looking, 
comfortable 




Barr-EE Station Catalogue 
Outlet has quality catalogue & 
brand name clothing for men & 
women at 50" o Off the Regular 
Price or Better. Everyday - 
Don't go without...just go to 
Barr-EE Station! 
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OVER 250,000 NEW, CURRENT BOOKS 
ALL AT 60% - 90% OFF RETAIL 
Featuring Current Best Sellers, Reference, History, 
Literature, Fiction, Children's, Cookbooks, Computers, 
plus most other subjects. 
Upcoming Book Fair Dates: 
Saturday, March 27 & Sunday, March 28 
Saturday, April 3 & Sunday, April 4 
Open Saturdays 9 A.M.-9 P.M. 
Open Sundays 12 Noon - 5 P.M. 
Green Valley Book Fair, Inc. 
"The East Coast's #1 Book Clearance Center" 
Located between Harrisonburg and Staunton in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley. 
Take 1-81, Ml Crawford Exit 240. Turn east on RL 682. 
Watch for signs. Only 11/2 miles off 1-81. 
  (703) 434-4260 
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Students lobby concerns at USSA conference 
by Brent Saunders 
staffwriter 
WASHINGTON — Several JMU 
students attended the 24th annual 
United States Student Association 
Legislative Conference last weekend 
to talk about federal financial aid and 
other student concerns. 
The students participated in 
leadership workshops, caucuses and 
legislative briefings, and lobbied 
Virginia congressmen on a variety of 
issues, including higher education 
funding, the Violence Against Women 
Act and the Motor Voter bill. 
"The biggest accomplishment was 
getting people there who are now 
inspired to come back and do some 
good work here at JMU," SGA 
Secretary Laura McCIintock said. 
"[We] have a lot better understanding 
of federal issues and why it is so 
important for us to be doing work on 
it here." 
^ Although JMU's Student 
Government Association voted last 
semester to withdraw its membership 
from USSA, McCIintock and 
commuter Senator Jim Scott attended 
the conference under the sponsorship 
of JMU's Commission on 
Community. Students Angela 
Cole man, Terri Smith and Sean Pugh 
also attended the four-day event 
Scott said the weekend was a good 
opportunity for students from JMU to 
gain leadership experience and learn 
organization skills for effective 
student lobbying on Capitol Hill. 
"I think that national student 
lobbying can give students more 
access to student concerns on the 
federal level, and there are issues on 
the federal level that need to be 
addressed, like financial aid," he said. 
The weekend's events culminated 
Monday with a town meeting where 
hundreds of students from around the 
country expressed support and 
criticism about President Bill 
Clinton's proposed National Service 
program. 
The National Service proposal 
would give students the option of 
paying for college through community 
service work. The proposal is part of 
Clinton's economic stimulus package, 
and is expected to be introduced to 
Congress for approval in April. 
Stacey Leyton, president of USSA, 
said the meeting "was the first time 
students had an opportunity, on a large 
scale, to address their concerns on 
Clinton's National Service plan 
directly to those who will be 
formulating it," she said. 
U. S. Sens. Tom Harkin (D- Iowa), 
Barbara Boxer (D-California) and 
Harris Wofford (D-Pennsylvania) 
attended the meeting. 
Other participants included Richard 
Riley, secretary of education; Eli 
Segal, director of National Service for 
the White House; and Dr. Bill 
Galston, White House Domestic 
Policy Counsel. 
Harkin asked students to participate 
in the implementation of the program 
by urging their senators to pass 
Clinton's economic stimulus package. 
"If we can get the National Service 
passed, it will be the beginning of a 
turnaround in this country," he said. 
"We do not need a Strategic Defense 
Initiative, we need a Strategic 
Children's Initiative." 
Riley said that although National 
Service will be difficult to implement, 
he believes the program is worthwhile 
in creating responsible citizens 
through increasing access to higher 
CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer receives an award for her support of 
the Violence Against Women Act. Sen. Tom Harkin looks on. 
education. 
"The president and I believe we 
must streamline the system, take the 
mystery out of financial aid . . . we 
must put the student first," Riley said. 
Segal told students the success of 
the program is dependent on active 
student involvement and urged 
students to participate in the 
development of the program. 
"You're the people who can force 
the spring that the president talked 
about on that cloudless day last 
January," he said. 'The success of the 
National Service program . . . the 
passage of the legislation, its 
implementation, requires your 
enthusiasm, courage and support." 
Boxer said the Clinton 
administration's dedication to 
investing in the American educational 
system through the National Service 
program reflects her own commitment 
to improving America. 
"If I do nothing else, it's to see that 
USSA page 10 
• Non-student Henry C. Harris, 64, of 
Harrisonburg, charged with trespassing on 
Bluestone Drive Oct. 3, had his case dismissed 
Jan. 7. 
• Student Christopher C. Liles, 18, of 
Danville, charged with driving under the 
influence of alcohol on Duke Drive West Oct. 
2, was found guilty Oct. 26, and received a 
S250 fine, $46 in court costs and had his 
driver's license suspended. 
• Non-student Michael H. Oakley, 23, of 
Silver Spring, Md., charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol on South Main Street 
Oct. 3, was found guilty Oct. 26, and received 
a $250 fine, S46 in court costs and had his 
driver's license suspended. 
• Student Willard L. Blevins, 24, of 
Frcdericksburg, charged with writing a bad 
check Oct. 8, had his case dismissed Nov. 17. 
• Student Alejandro Gutierrez, 19, and non- 
student Manuel Gutierrez, 23, both of Falls 
Church, charged with breaching the peace Oct. 
10, were found guilty Dec. 17. Each paid a 
COURT page 6 
Local businesses 
standards set for 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
 staffwriter  
Several Harrisonburg businesses have been 
working to accommodate disabled patrons and 
comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
The act mandates that businesses are wheelchair- 
accessible with ramps, wider doors and handicapped 
restrooms. The ADA also makes it illegal to 
discriminate against the disabled in the workplace. 
The public accommodations aspects of the law 
went into effect in January 1992 and any business 
that provides a service to the public is accountable, 
according to Beverly Fleming, JMU's ADA program 
assistant. 
"Everyone should be applying to comply," 
Fleming said. "A lot of people arc playing catch-up. 
Psychology major Bruce Dcllingcr, who is 
quadriplegic, said, "It will take some time before it is 
all worked out. It will be a while before we see an 
effect." 
The main problems that disabled JMU students 
face in Harrisonburg are getting through local 
business' entrances. 
"The doors are the basic thing that cause a 
problem," Dcllingcr said. "Most arc not automatic 
and you have to wait outside, that's an 
inconvenience sometimes." 
But he said, "Once you get inside most of the 
work to meet 
disabled patrons 
racks are pretty low . . . there is always a clerk or 
someone around to help you." 
Social work major Val Kinkead, who uses a 
wheelchair, said many doors are very heavy, making 
them difficult to open. 
"Some of the doors are old and not wide enough 
to get through," she said. 
English major Terry Terrell, who also uses a 
wheelchair, has encountered problems trying to pay 
his bills to utility companies, especially the 
Harrisonburg telephone and cable companies. 
The businesses are inaccessible because of stairs 
and other barriers around the walkways, he said. 
Terrell's roommate pays his utility bills now 
becauseof the obstacles. 
Many Harrisonburg businesses have already met 
the ADA requirements or will complete renovations 
soon. Other businesses were built to be handicapped- 
accessible and had to make no changes. 
Valley Mall is nearly finished with its changes to 
become more handicapped-accessible. The mall 
began making the changes about a year ago, 
according to Operations Director Ed Lehman. 
The curb cuts around the mall were redone and 
van-accessible signs have been installed in 
handicapped parking spaces. Volume controls have 
been put on many pay telephones and a 
telecommunications device pay phone is available 
ADA page 10 
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POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
 police reporter  
Campus police reported the 
following: 
Auto Theft 
• A dark-green 1966 Chrysler 
Newport was reported stolen from J- 
lot between 3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
March 19. 
Campus police notified city, 
county and state police of the theft 
through the National Crime 
Information Center and Virginia 
Crime Information Network. 
The investigation is continuing. 
Destruction off Public 
Property 
• An unknown person reportedly 
broke a glass door in entrance 4-5 of 
Gibbons Dining Hall between 6:15 
p.m. and 7 p.m. March 19. 
Police believe the door was 
kicked. 
• An unknown person reportedly 
discharged a fire extinguisher in 
Eagle Hall at 2 a.m. March 20. 
The discharged extinguisher 
caused a false fire alarm. 
• An unknown person reportedly 
damaged the lock on the door of a 
resident's room in the Sigma Nu 
fraternity house between 11 p.m. 
March 19 and 4 a.m. March 20. 
Destruction of Personal 
Property 
• An unknown person reportedly 
slashed the tires of a vehicle in X-lot 
between 7 p.m. March 21 and 3 p.m. 
March 22. 
Petty Larceny 
• A Minolta Freedom AF35R QD 
camera and General Electric hand- 
held mixer were reported stolen from 
Wine-Price Hall between 5 p.m. 
March 3 and 8 a.m. March 17. 
The white blender was reportedly 
still in the box when it was stolen. 
• A Wisconsin license plate, BFC- 
940, was reported stolen from the 
rear of a vehicle in G-lot between 
noon and 6:15 p.m. March 21. 
• A blue Pacific Trail ski jacket was 
reported stolen from the Alpha 
Kappa Lambda fraternity house 
between 12:01 a.m. and 3 a.m. 
March 21. 
The coat, valued at $100, 
reportedly was stolen from an 
unlocked office. 
• $6 in quarters were reported 
stolen from a jar in White Hall 
between 5 p.m. March 5 and noon 
March 6. 
The quarters reportedly were 
stolen from a locked room. 
Number of drunk in public charges 
since Dec. 10: 31 
Court  
CONTINUED from page5 
$25 fine and $26 in court costs. 
• Student Michael J. Severance, 20, of 
Harrisonburg, charged with breaching 
the peace Oct. 11, was found guilty 
Dec. 17, and paid a $25 fine and $26 
in court costs. 
• Student James P. Boyle, 18, of 
Columbia, Md., issued a summons for 
littering in the tunnel lot near 
Bluestone Drive Oct. 11, was found 
guilty Dec. 3, and paid a S75 fine and 
$26 in court costs. 
• Student Willis Winslow Jr., 20, of 
Chesapeake, charged with writing bad 
checks Oct. 9, had his case dismissed 
Nov. 12. 
• Student David J. Brodsky, 24, of 
Poquoson, charged with trespassing 
and possession of a concealed weapon 
in Wilson Hall Oct. 26, was found 
guilty on both counts Dec. 3 and was 
ordered to pay a toial of SI75 in fines 
and $248 in court cosis and received a 
60-day sentence. 
• Student Christopher S. O'Connell, 
19, of Burke, charged with being 
drunk in public and possession of a 
false ID near Bluestone Drive and 
Sonner Hall Oct. 22, was found guilty 
of being drunk in public, and paid $15 
in fines and $26 in court costs. 
• Non-student Dudley R. Carlson, 24, 
of Fairfax, charged with breaching the 
peace, was found guilty Dec. 17 and 
paid $25 in fines and $26 in court 
costs. 
• Non-student Michael J. Brownie Jr., 
24, of Alexandria, charged with 
driving under the influence of alcohol 
on South Main Street Nov. 7, was 
found guilty Nov. 23 and ordered to 
pay $250 in fines, $46 in court costs, 
received a four-day sentence, one-year 
suspension of his driver's license and 
was recommended to the Alcohol 
Safety Action Program. 
• Student Richard E. Levine, 18, of 
Fairfax Station, charged with failure to 
pay court fines Nov. 13, had his case 
dismissed Dec. 11. 
• University employee Nancy L. 
Guerrier, 38, of West Augusta, 
charged with concealing merchandise 
Nov. 11, prepaid $26 in court costs 
Jan. 5. 
• Former student and former JMU 
employee Anthony D. Jones, 21, of 
Spotsylvania, charged with driving 
while on a suspended license and 
possession of a suspended license 
Nov. 20, was found guilty in absence 
Dec. 17 and paid $100 in fines and $2 
in court costs. 
Sharon Lovering 
AT the END Of your ROPE    concerning HOUSING 
for next fall ?! 
PULL in a GOOD DEAL!! 
MJDJSOX 
MXHOR 
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths 
Many with STUDY or 3rd Bedroom 





FIREPLACES in every unit 
CALL TODAY 432-1860 l! 
For a Private Showing 
OR 
Stop by the Office and 
ASK FOR MIKE J® 
ThePrudential^/ 
Funkhouser & Associates, 
REALTORS® 
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Parliament wants to impeach Yeltsin 
MOSCOW—Russian parliament Speaker Ruslan 
Khasbulatov called Tuesday for President Boris 
Yeltsin's impeachment after the nation's top court 
ruled that Yeltsin had violated Russia's constitution 
by claiming "special powers" to rule by decree. 
Khasbulatov, Yeltsin's chief adversary in a power 
struggle that has paralyzed the Russian government, 
said the Congress of People's Deputies, Russia's 
supreme legislature, should meet in special session 
and replace Yeltsin with his more conservative vice 
president, Alexander Rulskoi. Legislators said such a 
session could lake place as early as Friday. 
But the smaller working parliament pulled back 
from immediate confrontation with Yeltsin by 
postponing until Wednesday discussion of the 
court's ruling and a decision on whether to convene 
the Congress. Politicians both for and against Yeltsin 
said they did not believe anti-Yeltsin forces could 
Gays in military 
may face some 
job restrictions 
WASHINGTON — Supporters and 
opponents of President Bill Clinton's 
plan to lift the ban on homosexuals in 
the military quickly condemned the 
president Tuesday for saying he might 
agree to job restrictions on gay service 
personnel, contending that such a step 
would create serious morale problems. 
Advocates of homosexual rights said 
barring gays and lesbians from combat 
and other military assignments would 
create a separate but unequal career 
path for them. Backers of the current 
ban objected that if a number of non- 
combat jobs were reserved for 
homosexuals, the chances for 
heterosexuals of ending up in riskier 
combat jobs would increase. 
Supporters of the current ban said 
that a compromise would still have a 
disastrous impact on military morale, 
leading to further complications. "This 
is not going to resolve the issue," said 
Charles S. Moskos, a noted military 
sociologist at Northwestern 
University. "Does that mean that gays 
would be treated like women and not 
sent into combat?" 
The possibility that avowed 
homosexuals might be allowed to 
serve in the military but with 
restrictions was raised in a question to 
Clinton Tuesday. The president 
responded that if the services can 
discriminate in accepting recruits, 
"then I would think you could make 
appropriate distinctions on duty 
assignments once they are in." 
In response to another question later, 
Clinton said he would not decide 
whether to support restrictions until 
receiving a Defense Department report 
due July 15 on the proposed removal 
of the ban. "But I wouldn't rule that 
out, depending on what the grounds 
and the arguments were," he said. 
— LA. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
muster die two-thirds majority needed in Congress to 
remove die president from office. 
Yeltsin, who is demanding an April 25 referendum 
to resolve the political crisis, has indicated that he 
would ignore an impeachment vote in any case. But 
the president also seemed to step back slightly from 
outright war when he delayed yet again publishing his 
decree on imposing "special rule." 
A key Yeltsin aide, Deputy Prime Minister Boris 
Fyodorov, urged that a proposed April 3-4 summit 
meeting between the Russian and U.S. presidents be 
moved from Vancouver to Moscow as a show of 
support for Yeltsin. Since Saturday's televised 
statement in which he claimed special powers and 
asked for a referendum, Yeltsin has been opposed by 
his vice president, the working parliament and the 
constitutional court, while receiving only guarded 
support from key security ministers. 
"1 would not like the president to leave this country 
for a long time," Fyodorov said. "It would be better if 
he stayed here managing the country." 
The court ruled, based on Yeltsin's television 
address, that he was violating several constitutional 
provisions on the balance of powers by proposing to 
hold a referendum without parliament's approval. 
Yeltsin asked the nation to vote on their confidence 
in his rule, approval of a new constitution and 
approval of new voting for parliamentary elections. 
The president, while promising not to use force and 
to guarantee civil liberties and press freedoms, also 
proclaimed a "special rule" by decree for five weeks 
until the referendum. He said the parliament could 
continue to meet, but any actions seeking to override 
his special decrees would have no force. 





Mountain windstorms can cause turbulence, which maybe responsible for .aircraft crashes   Some 
meteorologists are convincedthat even more violent, short-lived phenomena - so small that they have not 
been detected with current equipment -- also form In mountain winds and may be responsible for some 
aircraft crashes. 
DATE 
1992 Dec 22 
1992 Dec. 9 
1991 March 3 
1984 Jan. 24 
1982 Jury 16 
1975 Nov. 3 
1968 Dec 2 
1966 Aug. 6 
LOCATION 
West of Denver, Colo. 
West of Denver, Colo. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
West of Boulder, Colo 
.-■-'-' "' 
• Norton, Wyo m % « 
<) 9 * 
** Calgary. Canada 
,»*« 
ftfe. 
Petfio Bay, Alaska 
Falls City. Neb. 
DAMAGE 
Crash; loss of wing section and tail assembly 
Damage; loss of engine, wing tie 
Crash 
**" Severe turbulence 
• " Severe turbulence 
Severe turbulence 
Crash; wind rotor suspected 
Crash, wind rotor suspected 
Source;  Washington Post, March 22 
JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE 
Wilder signs gun control legislation 
RICHMOND — With fanfare usually 
reserved for campaign kickoffs, Gov. 
L. Douglas Wilder Tuesday signed 
into law a bill limiting Virginians to 
one handgun purchase a month, a 
move he said will end the state's 
reputation as "the gunrunning capital 
of the United States." 
Several hundred invited guests 
representing the range of groups that 
supported the legislation, from gun 
control organizations to the creators of 
a "Batman" comic book that blasted 
gun trafficking in Virginia, gathered 
for the signing. 
During the ceremony, Wilder took 
aim at the National Rifle Association 
and others that fought die legislation. 
"Today's ceremony marks the 
triumph of the public good over the 
special interests, which have for too 
long controlled the process and 
opposed reasonable measures aimed at 
protecting the safely of our citizens," 
Wilder said. "1 look forward to the 
day when all of our nation's suites can 
make such a bold claim." 
Wilder then dedicated the bill to 
Jose M. Cava/.os, a slate trooper 
Tatally shot during a tfaffic slop lasi 
month, and Isham Draughn 111, a 
security guard slain in a McDonald's 
parking lot in Richmond in January. 
The killings helped spur calls from 
residents throughout Virginia for the 
legislature to pass a gun-control 
measure. 
Under the new law, which goes inio 
effect July 1, Virginia residents will 
be allowed to buy only one handgun a 
month. 
Currently there is no limit. 
Exceptions to the new restriction can 
be granted by state police to people 
who appear before them and justify 
their need for more guns. 
— L.A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
1 
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Cyclery & 
Fitness 4i\:w:V2:t 
1550 i:. MARKET ST. 
ARollerblade 
All In Stock Skates 257c OFF 
HILL it ^ Don't Miss 
u   Our Exit! 
6, 9 & 12 Month 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 




Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 









Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg. VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway trom JMU Campus 1-81 Bdt 245 East on 




















Fri.    3/2ft   10 am-8 pm 
Sat.   3/27    9 am-6pra 
Sun   3/28   11 am - 5 pm 
SPFrALIZFO 
Ren. Super Sale $ 
Crossroads Cruz 329.99 229.99 
Crossroads 379.99 259.99 
Crossroads Trail 449.99 329.99 
Rockhopper (ladies) 479.99 339.99 
Stumpjumpcr Pro 1449.99 969.99 
StumpjumperComp 1199.99 799.99 
Hardrock (ladies) 369.99 259.99 
Hardrock Ultra (ladies) kT&jvjkfl 259.99 
S-Works Steel 1569.99 1049.99 


















-ALL IN STOCK 
MERCHANDISE WILL BE 
DISCOUNTED A 
MINIMUM OF 10r/r 
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Speaker    to    present    vocabulary 
development: 
Dr. Tom Estes of the University of Virginia will 
present "Vocabulary Development" during a Rcad- 
To-Learn session April 6 in the Hall of Fame Room 
at the Convocation Center at 4:30 p.m. Admission is 
free and open to the public. The JMU Reading 
Center requests that persons interested in attending 
the presentation call x6284 by March 31. 
Free clinic to relocate: 
The Hamsonburg-Rockingham Free Clinic, Inc. 
will relocate to a long-term site March 31 at 11 a.m. 
at the Dovel Building, 284 E. Water St. Central 
Valley Habitat for Humanity and the Harrisonburg- 
Massanutten Rotary Club will participate in the 
relocation project. 
Commonground features wilderness 
speaker: 
As part of Commonground's March speaker 
series, Ernie Reed of Virginians for Wilderness and 
the Sierra Club will discuss "National Forests and 
Your Own Backyard: Ecology and Economics of the 
National Forest," March 31 at 7 p.m. at 284 E. Water 
St. For more information, call Commonground at 
433-8212. 
Russian scholar to lecture: 
Professor Michail Korolyov, head of the 
geography faculty of the Kirov Pedagogical Institute 
in Russia, will present "Russia: The Current 
Political and Economic Conditions in a Historical 
Context" March 29 in Miller Hall, room 101 at 7:30 
p.m. 
Panama invasion documentary to be 
shown: 
The Latino Student Association, Hispanic Studies 
Club and Commonground will present the Academy 
Award nominated documentary on the U.S. invasion 
of Panama March 29 in Duke Hall, room A100 at 7 
pjn. 
Summer off Service needs participants: 
President Bill Clinton's proposal for national 
service is the Summer of Service program. More 
than 1,000 people between the ages of 17 and 25 will 
serve the private sector in education, health, safety 
and environmental needs of at-risk children in 
America. 
Participants will receive a minimum wage stipend 
and $1,000 post-service to be used for education and 
training. To receive an application, send a postcard 
by April 1 to the White House, 1600 Pennsylvania 
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006 with name, 
address, phone number and field of interest. For 
more information, call the Center for Service 
Learning at x6366. 
Red Cross blood drives slated: 
The American Red Cross btoodmobiles will be in 
the P.C. Ballroom 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. on the following 
dates: March 31, April 5, April 12 and April 27. 
The military's chess game 
Defense Secretary Les Aspin's recent proposal for 
the U.S. military's restructuring included the closing 
of 31 domesticand 29 foreign bases. It also 
included the following new spending proposals to 
make the military more efficient and mobile: 
$10 billion on the C-17 cargo plane 
$7 billion on fast sealift ships 
$3 billion to improve transportation to domestic bases 
•%^ 
Calendar of events 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room B-202, 
5 p.m. 
• "History of African American Women in 
Higher Education," Logan Hall, Women's 
Resource Center, 12:15 p.m. 
• "Sex Equity in the College Classroom" and 
"Breaking the Myth of Graduate School," Logan 
Hall, Women's Resource Center, 7 p.m. 
Saturday 
• Display sponsored by the Women's Resource 
Center, the commons, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
• Open microphone reading of women's literary 
works, the commons, noon-1 p.m. 
• "Seasonal Adjustment and Rational 
Expectations:  Problems in Testing the Permanent 
Income Hypothesis," Showker Hall, room 102, 3 
p.m. 
Tri-State Jazz Festival, Music Building, room 108, all day. 
THURSDAY 
HIGH:    55 
LOW:     40 
FRIDAY 
0 0 6 0.6$ <0*Qc 
00 <*o0a 00 00 
SATURDAY 
00 °0°0 00 00 
HIGH:     58° 
LOW:     40 
Source: 
WQPO/WSVA 
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USSA  
CONTINUED from page5 
every child born in this country is 
healthy, has an education and has a 
shot at the American dream," she said. 
USSA presented Boxer an award 
for her sponsorship of the Violence 
Against Women Act, a bill designed 
to improve women's safety on college 
campuses by increasing' funding for 
law enforcement, prosecution and 
education and prevention programs. 
Wofford, who advised President 
John F. Kennedy on the development 
SGA 
of the Peace Corps, said he was 
pleased that Clinton was following 
Kennedy's example of seeking the 
input of students before implementing 
his proposal. 
"You have the opportunity to make 
this idea go or not go," Wofford told 
the students. 
"If you help us build this well... I 
expect we we will move on to an 
adventure in this country that will 
make a difference." 
ADA 
CONTIN UED from page 5 
for the hearing-impaired, he said. 
Valley Mall is in the process of 
relocating its customer service center 
to make the counter handicapped- 
accessible. The mall is also in the 
process of making entrances more 
easily reached. And handicapped- 
accessible doors with automatic 
operators will be installed at the 
theatre entrance by next month, 
Lehman said. 
Loews 1-2-3 Theatre on Rocco 
Drive built a concrete ramp and took 
seats out of the back of its theatres to 
make room for wheelchairs, according 
to assistant manager Bill Sheppard. 
The theatre is also in the process of 
installing a handicapped accessible 
restroom. 
JM's Pub and Deli had to build a 
longer ramp on its deck to comply 
with the ADA. 
"Everything else complied, 
luckily," Steve Muller, kitchen 
manager, said. 
Superfresh on Route 11 has two 
ramps, wide entrances and a 
handicapped restroom. Battery 
operated carts and service for the blind 
are also available, said Manager Bob 
Schlienz. 
"For now we have checked out 
OK," Schlienz said. "Most of these 
things existed when the store was built 
six years ago." 
And Harrisonburg video stores are 
already in compliance with the law. 
Video World, Acme Video and 
Blockbuster all have ramps and 
accessible doors. In addition, 
Blockbuster has a handicapped 
restroom and the aisles are designed 
for wheelchair access, according to 
Assistant Manager Dietrich Bundick. 
THgNEW 
University Place 




•3 & 4 Bedroom Units 
•Microwave 
•Washer & Dryer 
Easy access to JMU (bus service) 




THE BEST IN 
STUDENT HOUSING 
FOR THE MONEY! 
Come by and see the changes at University Place'. 
FILLING UP FAST! 
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord    432-6541 
Commonwealth Realty   434-2977 
CONTINUED from page 2 
committee] was fair," Withrow said. 
"There was a basic misunderstanding 
and confusion. 
But when the facts were presented 
to the Judicial Control Board, things 
were cleared up." 
Candidates debate issues 
Yesterday's first SGA candidate 
debate, sponsored by Young 
Democrats and College Republicans, 
gave students a chance to hear the 
candidates' platforms. 
"I know one issue that is big with 
me and with other students is athletics 
and student fees and I hope candidates 
will address this," Christina Sharkey, 
Young Democrats co-coordinator, 
said. 
Laura McClintock, SGA secretary, 
agreed that student fees should be 
discussed. 
"I would love to see people grill 
candidates on issues that students feel 
are important,'' she said. 
Surovell included multicuhuralism, 
class availability and tuition rates 
among issues that need to be 
addressed. 
"I guess my biggest thing with 
students is to question the platforms 
and ask the candidates what they plan 
to do," he said. 
The next debate, sponsored by the 
SGA, will be held today at 3 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
SGA encourages voting 
The Elections Committee has made 
changes to the voting process to 
encourage student involvement. 
With two voting locations and 
popcorn and cotton candy being 
offered, the elections committee hopes 
to increase the voter turnout this year, 
Brock said. 
About 3,000 students voted in last 
year's elections, she said. 
"We are cutting down on time 
standing in lines by having card 
machines instead of the big, long list 
of names," Brock said. 
The following students are running 
for SGA executive council: for 
president, junior Michael Booker, 
junior Josh Pringle and junior Mark 
Wunder. 
For vice president, junior Allan 
Grimslcy, junior Michael Reid and 
junior Cheryl Windham are running. 
For secretary, candidates are freshman 
Jenny Biondi and freshman Roy 
Firestone. 
For treasurer, sophomore Kim 
Copeland, sophomore Laura Leighton 
and freshman Eric Withrow are 
running. 
The following students are 
running for Honor Council: for 
president, junior Michael Gottlieb and 
junior Scott Noon; for vice president, 
sophomore Tori Reinhold. 
Elections will be held Tuesday 
from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in Godwin Hall 
and on the commons. 
UPB SPrllNG MOVIES 
ARCH 
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Students uninformed about comp fees 
Administration and SCHEV say JMU doesn't have to disclose spending fees 
COHTINUED from page I 
comprehensive fees broken down for 
them, said Dean Ehlcrs, director or 
intercollegiate athletics at JMU. 
"I think as a parent, all we were 
interested in was our children getting a 
good experience, and we look at the 
bottom line — what will it cost for my 
child to go to school here?" Ehlcrs 
said. 
Brad Babcock, executive associate 
athletic director, also said he's not 
sure people place much importance on 
knowing specifically how their money 
is spent within the university. 
"I don't know how many students 
arc interested in knowing on a year-to- 
year basis exactly what their athletic 
fee pays for." As a parent, he said he 
"never was concerned about how the 
money was broken up." 
When asked exactly how the $6.7 
million is spent, Babcock provided 
figures lor general categories such as 
"varsity sports" and "administrative 
costs." 
Slate schools aren't required by 
Virginia law to break down the fees, 
said Mike McDowell, spokesman lor 
State Council of Higher Education Tor 
Virginia. 
"The schools are required to report 
the amount they charge, and some 
break it down," McDowell said. "And 
with JMU, that wasn't done." 
He said that according to SCHEV's 
finance department, legislation has not 
been introduced to the General 
Assembly requesting that fees be 
required to be broken down. 
Some schools that do break down 
their fees for SCHEV include 
Radford, George Mason and William 
AMary. 
Dr. John Thelin, co-author of The 
Old College Try: Balancing 
Academics and Athletics in Higher 
Education and professor at W&M, 
agreed that students should be told 
how the university distributes 
comprehensive fees. 
"The big deal is, you always have 
the right to know where your money is 
going," he said. 
Louisiana State athletic director 
Bob Brodhcad, who ran LSU's 
program with little student money, 
said it's a right of both the students 
and their parents to know how their 
comprehensive fee money is spent. 
He said it is especially important 
when a large amount of money is 
going to one place, and in JMU's case, 
he agreed a good example of that is 
the athletic department. 
"Every parent should know, 
students should know," Brodhcad 
said. "So they can say, whether I go to 
basketball games, football games . . . 
or go watch someone shoot arrows, 
I'm paying for it." 
Some faculty at JMU think both 
parents and students should know 
what they're paying for. 
Dr. Andrew Kohcn, an economics 
professor, said the university should 
disclose comprehensive fee spending. 
"I think it absolutely should be 
|broken down]," Kohcn said. "What 
other circumstances would you shell 
out $1,800 to buy a pig in a poke?" 
He also said part of the reason the 
fees haven't been broken down might 
be because no one has ever questioned 
it 
"I only regret it's taken students 
this long to figure out they don't know 
what they're paying for," Kohcn said. 
Student opinion differs over 
foes 
Several JMU students and their 
parents contacted by The Breeze said 
they would be interested in knowing 
exactly how their money is being 
spent. "I want to 
know where my money's going, only 
because we pay so much more than a 
lot of other schools," sophomore Jen 
Caplan said. 
Junior Peter Hulton said he would 
like to be aware of an "athletic fee." 
But he said he didn't think paying 
between $600 and $700 a.year 
towards athletics is necessarily loo 
much. 
"We should know what's going to 
athletics," Hulton said, adding thai he 
thinks athletics arc still an important 
part of the university and draw a lot of 
people lo JMU. 
Parents, who pay the bills for many 
JMU students, also said they would 
like a fee breakdown. 
Caihy Meier, who has a daughter at 
  __ 







Amount SG$ gets from 
comprehensive fees^ to 




Amount athletic budget 
■revives from 
comprehensive fees 
JMU, said she doesn't like being 
charged for something she's not aware 
of. 
"I think if you're paying thai kind 
of money, you should know what it's 
going for," she said. "You don't know 
if it's going for outside things or what 
— and you're here for education, 
number one." 
But when parents or students write 
their checks out to JMU, they are 
paying for more than just an 
education. 
Brodhcad said il shouldn't be the 
students' responsibility to support 25 
sports teams. Ai some schools, he 
said, (hey support themselves. 
"There's such a thing as voluntary 
fees, where you gel the free tickets, 
but if you don't want lo do thai, you 
have the choke and the right not lo do 
it," Brodhcad said. 
With 14 home basketball games 
and   five home  football   games. 
ad«nto 
123 Park Plac* 
Harriaonburg.VA 22801 
PAY TO: lames Madison University ,, 
Sixteen million nine hundred ninety-one thousand nine hundred fifty-four 
$16,991,954: 
ZZ Dollars 
MEMO; COBIP. to 
O0X'98?6e"75'125534«176 v 
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students would pay a maximum of 
$190 if they had lo pay the current 
general public price of $10 lo attend 
each game. 
But now, full-lime JMU students 
pay an estimated $680 each towards 
the athletic program, and arc granted 
"free" admission to home games. 
Moran said she would support the 
idea of voluntary fees. 
"Instead of each student paying 
$680 a year," she said, "they can just 
charge us lo gel into games." 
Bui Ehlers said JMU athletics 
couldn't survive with a "voluntary 
fee" system. 
"At this point in time, 1 don't think 
we would have an athletic department 
if thai were lo happen," Ehlcrs said. 
Babcock said one reason for this is 
a lack of other major sources of 
revenue besides comprehensive fees. 
"There's corporate donations, 
private individuals, and . . . gate 
receipts," Babaxk said, "but there's 
really no other way you can raise 
money." 
He said even if there were a 
corporation in the area thai was 
willing lo donate a large sum of 
money, JMU probably wouldn't be 
their first choice, because its location 
is between two larger schools, he said. 
"In ihc Shcnandoah Valley, where 
do you find that type of money?" 
Babcock said. "UVa or Tech probably 
would have hit on [the corporations) 
for $10 million." 
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JMU CLASS OF 1995 
Premiere Sale 
SAVE 
$20 off 10K 
$40 off 14K 
$60off18K 
or a FREE Genuine Stone 
March 25 -The Commons 
(Bad weather location - Piedmont Room) 
March 29-30-The Commons 
(Bad weather location - Allegheny Room) 
March 31 - April 1 - Grafton Stovall Theater 
9:00 am - 4:00 pm - all locations 
/IRTQ1RVED 
V,        COLLEGE JEWELRY 
Your Official Ring Supplier 
I he ch< 
isy ' 
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-- choose the 
on-campus 
option. 
For more information call: 
Extension 6489 
V  ME Ptea 
-Hut, 
l 
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Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second 
Pizza At 1/2 Price! 
For Delivery Call: 
433-4800 
For Dine-lnl Carry out Visit 
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78 South Caiiton St 
434-0676 
2485 South Main St 
433-1821 
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CAN YOU MAKE A    i* 
S PRETTIER PICTURE? i 
KS 
■vK 
Then become a graphic artist 
or illustrator for The Breezel 
3 Call Jessica Kaminski or C.J. 
Grebb at X6127. 
RAKR-Lt S'JAITON 
ICArALUOUc OU I l.tl 
cl^MAyh^ 
NAIIONAl-PA   8   I 
ARA Leisure Services 
SKYLAND LODGE 
In Shenandoah National Park 
Now Hiring 





Reservations Bus/Set up 
Cashiers Cooks 
Housekeeping Dishwashers 




Ask for Nick or Jim 
Monday - Friday 
9:00 - 5:00 
Harrisonburg's Professional Glamour 
Photographers are back for 4 days only: 
March 31- April 3 







•Make-up artistry and hairstyling by top 
professionals 
•20 to 30 pose selections 
•Complete wardrobe, props and 
accessories for men, women and 
children 
•Good for all ages 
Call TODAY for an appointment 
(703)434*0340 










Session Fee $24.95 
Pre-Pay Special $14.95 
(portraits sold separately) 




Zirkle House JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE Ellen Robinson takes a look at her work on exhibit in Zirkle House. 
by Jessica Jenkins 
senior writer 
A walking example of her art, an 
artist wears colorful silk scarves she 
painted and circulates constantly 
through the crowd, greeting friends 
and demonstrating the same energetic 
style shown in her paintings. 
Dominated by the psychedelic 
oranges, reds arid greens of the silk 
scarves and paintings on the walls, the 
Other Gallery is a myriad of painting 
and prose, sculpture and humor. 
A rug-sized painting lies underfoot, 
and senior Ellen Robinson encouraged 
people to walk on it. She says the 
placement of the painting is "just part 
of the whole experience,"'and of her 
artistic style. 
Robinson's show in the Other 
Gallery at Zirkle House uses a variety 
of media and colors to get across a 
single theme, "It grows," which 
describes how she feels about her art. 
"I can't ever gain control of it," 
says the sign outside the gallery, "so I 
just let it grow. It grows and it makes 
me grow. That's all there is to it." 
Her energy matches her colorful, 
active paintings and her high energy 
style is a testament to her multimedia 
art exhibit. 
She says she likes painting because 
of the freedom it gives her. 
"The technical part doesn't inhibit 
me, I can get my hands in it, I can 
dance while I'm doing it." 
And her work is uninhibited. 
'Yellow,' for example, is a painting 
with a Vibrant mix of colors, a 
building, and a human arm and a leg. 
Robinson says emotions are an 
important part of me creative process, 
and painting can create emotions that 
influence thefinal product. 
"It has a life of its own, and 
sometimes it controls me," she says. 
Originally, Robinson says, the 
sketches for her painting 'Prayer for 
David' were of a woman choking a 
man, a symbol of the anger she felt. 
But as she began to paint and her 
feelings changed, the woman stopped 
choking the man and grew into a more 
positive image. 
Scarves also cover the windows of 
the gallery, and a sign over the light 
switch encourages visitors to turn off 
the lights to see the sun shine through 
the scarves. 
Silk scarf painting is something 
Robinson stumbled upon by accident 
in a weaving class. She says she 
immediately liked the medium. 
"Anything with color turns me on," 
she says. 
Robinson says all of her professors 
influenced her in some way. 
"Every professor has made me 
grow for good and bad reasons, some 
encouraged my crazy, wacky side and 
some encouraged my Controlled side," 
she says. 
The show also includes a ceramic 
mask and lamp with a handmade 
shade, a basket of flowers and a poem 
about lovie. The sign next to the 
flowers reads, "my mom did this." 
Robinson says art has always been 
important to her, since she came from 
an artistic family in which everyone 
displays their creativity in their own 
way, from music to flower 
arrangements. 
"I've always been really expressive 
in one form or another," she says. 
"I've always liked drawing people." 
The walls of the gallery are 
evidence of this, covered with 
paintings of figures and parts of 
figures that show up even in the 
scarves and the ceramics. 
The painting with the most clear 
message is "This is lust - just 
because." On top of a chaotic 
background of reds, browns and black 
is a raised heart made of purple paint. 
The exhibit will run through April 3. 




If you've seen Marshi 
they're not advertising 
"bunch" of another kind. 
"It's a bunch of sight! 
might just be random or 
but whatever the case 
together they evoke a re: 
McDowell, director of Th< 
"I'm playing around \ 
society as viewed througl 
media has programmed 
McDowell said. 
In his "Brady Bunch" 
(Above) Freshman Jill Hut 
minute orgasm.' 
(Other) Computer images 
used in 'Chaos Theory.' 
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HE BRADY BUNCH... 
3RMANCE ART EXPLORES INFLUENCE OF MEDIA 
larbara Awuakye 
staff writer 
irsha and Cindy around campus, 
ing "The Brady Bunch," but a 
nd. 
ghts, a bunch of sounds — that 
i or might have some meaning — 
ise may be, when they are put 
j response," said senior Nicholas 
f Theatre II play "Chaos Theory." 
nd with a lot of illusions in our 
ough technology, mainly how the 
tied us to act in a certain way," 
ich" advertisements for the play 
JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE 
Husband flies high in the '4 
ges and altered photos were 
r.' 
McDowell said he tried to use two elements that have also explores plastic surgery. 
no similarities so viewers could draw their own "We're getting to a point in our world, where our 
conclusions. bodies are plastic," McDowell said. "We can have 
These teasers convey only part of the message that machines mold them into ways that we want." He 
"Chaos Theory," presented by the Stratford Players 
hope to send tonight when the performance art piece 
debuts. 
McDowell said he originally created the script as a 
puppet show, but as he began to think about his 
message, he changed his mind. 
r 
i 
R    E    V    I 
"I have worked with puppets for a while, and I 
decided that I need to stretch myself even more." 
McDowell wrote "Chaos Theory" as his theatre 
thesis paper. 
As McDowell was writing his 
performance act, he felt like he had | 
to prevent himself from writing a I 
set script. Trained as an actor and I 
writer, he said he strayed from ' 
what he sees as traditional theatre. 
"This is not about dialogue and j 
character," McDowell said. "This ■ 
is not about acting." 
The production consists of I 
sounds, visual mechanisms, and a I 
set created out of boxes and a J 
conglomeration of junk. 
"I got most of this stuff from ( 
JMU's warehouse. These things 
are obviously junk, but it is junk 
that works," McDowell said. 
In addition to the audio-visual aspects, "Chaos 
Theory" will also include some choreography. 
According to McDowell, senior Leona Baker had 
emphasizes this with videos of male and female models. 
While stranded in his house during spring break, 
I McDowell said he 
worked hard on the 
show, and began to 
realize that the 
performance was not 
only about the media 
and technology, but an 
autobiography abou! 
everybody. 
McDowell said the 
proceeds of both the 
performance and of 
the rave show, which 
will be presented after 
the Saturday 
production,        will 
benefit   the   Valley 
AIDS Network. 
"I wanted to do something for a good 
cause. And the show is an autobiography of 
the environment I'm living in where AIDS 
is present." 
Due to nudity and language, McDowell 
warned that a few scenes might offend 
audience members. 
"I want it to be a show that will bring in 
emotional response in the audience," he 
said. "Some things are very disturbing and 
if someone in the audience gets mad, then I 
have accomplished what I wanted to, because I would 
have moved them." 
For a generation raised on "The Brady Bunch," 
television and telephones, this play provides an unusual originally  joined   the   production   group   as   a 
choreographer, but as the use of dance became ,ook at tne things people take for granted in modern 
extensive, she assumed the role of co-director. society. McDowell even describes the performance as 
Though the performers play integral roles in the an overload of communication and information. 
show, the use of technical sounds, lighting and 
audiovisuals in the production sends a sensory message 
to the audience. 
McDowell said he sat down with his cast and crew to 
discuss the issues they wanted to present. In their 
meetings, they talked about telephones, an idea 
portrayed in the first scene. This developed into an 
exploration of the effects of media on people. He 
doesn't believe the media has had a negative effect on 
society, but technology has become an integral part of 
human lives. 
"Do we.really communicate with people when you 
talk on the phone," he asked. "No, because you're not 
listening to them. You're talking to a machine that is 
sounding like them, and coincidentally just repeating 
what the person might say." 
Among issues such as virtual reality, "Chaos Theory" 
"This show will exhaust them in a good way," he 
said. 
"Chaos Theory" 
opens tonight in 
Theatre II at 8 p.m. It 
runs on Friday at 8 
p.m and midnight , 
and Saturday at 8 
p.m. After the 
Saturday show there 
will he a rave dance 
at II p.m. Tickets for 
the performance are 
$3. Entrance to the 
rave costs $2 without 
a ticket stub and $1 
with a ticket stub. 
■ 
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Aiding Russia intelligently 
As inflation, prices and unemployment spiral, 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin's tenuous 
hold on the Russian central government has 
slipped even further. 
Despite the $652 million allotted by the United 
States for Russian aid last year, Russia's fledgling 
market economy was unable to improve the 
conditions for the average citizen. Given the current 
stale of the economy and a new challenge by the 
conservative right, America will have to do more 
than simply increasing aid to save the Russian 
privatization effort and its leader, Yeltsin. 
The current American aid effort is marked by 
bureaucratic gridlock, corruption and mistaken 
priorities that have all but stifled its efforts. Because 
Russia has no central authority responsible for 
overseeing the dispersal of foreign aid, only $238 
million of the 5652 million allotted by the United 
Slates has even been spent. 
And because of corruption in government, much 
of the aid ends up in bureaucrats' pockets. Vice 
President Alexander Rulskoi believes that about 6<) 
percent of the humanitarian aid Russia receives ends 
up for sale on the black market, according to U.S. 
News and World Report. Finally, much of the aid has 
been in the form of handouts, such as vast amounts 
of American grain, instead of knowledge and 
machinery that would help Russians help 
themselves. 
As if the economic problems in Russia face were 
not enough, democracy and Yeltsin arc facing their 
greatest political challenges since Mikhail 
Gorbachev was forced out of power. 
Yeltsin's recent call for a vote of confidence 
referendum and a new constitution, including new 
clectoral laws for congressional elections that would 
destroy the Communist Parly's hold on power, 
infuriated the conservative faction of the Congress of 
People's Deputies and led them to implement 
impeachment proceedings against Yeltsin. The 
majority of the Congress supports the statue quo 
because the current electoral system gives "social 
organizations" (i.e. the Communist Party) the right to 
appoint one-third of its representatives. 
While the Russian economy continues to falter 
and democracy, privatization and Yeltsin arc 
challenged by conservatives, the Russian foreign 
minister met yesterday with President Bill Clinton to 
discuss what the American aid effort could do to 
solve these problems. 
Clinton's answer — an "aggressive" new aid 
effort designed to make the world a safer place, to 
support democracy and a market economy is 
rumored to be in excess of SI billion. The specifics 
of the plan, including his plans to raise another $30 
billion from other countries, arc expected to be 
released in the following weeks. 
But even an aggressive aid plan will be 
unsuccessful if the plan overlooks the political and 
economic realities of the Russian situation. By the 
time Clinton's plan is announced, Yeltsin, Russia's 
only nationally elected official, could have been 
impeached, dealing democracy a devastating blow. 
And unless the aid program is vastly redesigned, 
including new mclhcxls of allotment, oversight and 
delivery, future aid will also be ineffective — 
leaving the Russian people helpless and the 
American government with an even greater deficit. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the 
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the individual staff members. 
ChristyMmjunl...edbi/r   QaykCohen...managingedtor  Qrantkn&ng...opinionedtor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no 
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis. 
They must be delivered to The Bnexfi by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University. 
Hart... 
To the person who designed the posters for 
the play "Spccd-thc-Plow." The last one was of 
a guy undressing a woman and was titled, "ills 
about turning fresh earth." Chauvinistic, 
degrading toilet-talk like this has no place 
around JMU's campus, nor docs a university 
theatre have the right to depict a woman in 
partial nudity. 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat... 
An appreciative pat to all those — especially 
the donors and Papa John's Pizza — who made 
the WXJM and ROTC Red Cross Blood Drive a 
success. 
Sent in by Gabriella Gucci and Kerry 
Lumberson. 
Dart... 
A wasteful dan to the administration for 
paying 'staff to spend their days shoveling piles 
of snow into dump trucks. I think you need to 
be reminded that snow melts. 
Sent in by Rob Swartwood, an accounting 
major, who's wondering who's accounting for 
this. 
Pat... 
To Food Services for its continuing work at 
improving the food choices available at this 
university. Two percent milk al D-Hall and 
continually varying, tasty soup choices al P.C. 
Dukes head up the list of good things. 
Dart... 
To ihc lazy, obnoxious faculty member who 
insisted he had some special right lo a parking 
space last Sunday despile the posted parking 
signs. 
Sent in by a student whose visiting family 
graciously yielded their parking space for no 
good reason. 
Pat... 
A huge pat lo the JMU men's and women's 
basketball learns. We'll miss all you seniors, 
especially William Davis. And one more thing, 
we feel the students should sit in the seats that 
rim the floor. It is the wonderful craziness of the 
students that make the games so great. After all, 
this university is for them, not for us. 
Sent in by Dr. and Mrs. James G. Simmons. 
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Letters to the Editor 
JMU 'privileged' to have 
'coaching great/ Lefty Driesell 
To the editor: 
I am writing lo respond to the March 22 letter calling Tor 
the ousting or men's head basketball coach Lefty Driesell. 
The narrowmindedness and fickleness of some of our JMU 
"fans" disturbs me. My concern was initiated when I heard 
some of the absurd attacks on Driesell and his players at the 
Colonial Athletic Association tournament and was peaked 
by the aforementioned letter. 
Having been an assistant football coach at institutions 
with great basketball traditions (North Carolina State, 
Georgia Tech, Alabama, Arizona), I have seen some 
quality programs and quality coaches; and I feel I know 
what makes up quality programs and coaches. In Driesell 
we arc privileged to have one of college basketball's 
coaching greats and one of the truly fine people in the 
coaching profession. Those who question his coaching 
ability simply have lo look at his career record of 620-plus 
wins in 31 years. No matter now you cut it, a lot of 
coaching went into those wins. 
Rather than degrade a coach or a team for their failure lo 
win a game, wc need to applaud this group for a fine 
season, in particular the outgoing seniors: Jeff Chambers. 
Paul Carter, William Davis and Bryan Edwards. I 
guarantee you, no one hurts more than Driesell and his 
players. And I'm certain the writers of the March 22 letter 
have absolutely no idea of what these men put into the 
basketball program in terms of time, effort, sweat and tears. 
Driesell and his team arc winners. Wc need not degrade a 
team or coach that has accomplished as much as this year's 
Dukes or Driesell. 
RlpScherer 
head football coach 
Keep Lefty; get us out of the 
CAA, into the Atlantic 10 
To KM 
On behalf of some loyal JMU basketball fans, wc would 
like to comment on the disturbing letter in the March 22 
issue concerning men's head basketball coach Lefty 
Driesell. 
Do not misinterpret my focus, speaking for the senior 
basketball fans, the past four years have been more than 
frustrating and disappointing. However, wc feel that the 
radical suggestion of firing Driesell is simply the wrong 
solution to the incorrectly identified problem. While we 
were gone during spring break, the administration passed up 
a potential opportunity lo join Uic Atlantic 10 Conference. 
This is the same conference that sent four teams to the 
NCAA tournament this year and was ranked as high as 
fourth in conference power ratings. In contrast, the Colonial 
Athletic Association has sent one ai large team lo the 
NCAA's since its inception and has hovered around 
mediocrity in conference strength. Thus, in choosing to 
remain loyal to the CAA, our administration has accepted 
mediocrity and put all future JMU basketball teams in the 
same situation wc have endured for the past four years: win 
the conference tournament or go to that other tournament. 
As long as the current situation exists, our basketball 
season realistically will come down lo throe games, the 
CAA tournament. As we have seen, this has not been kind 
lo our team; however, lo place all the blame on Lefly seems 
rather brulul. As -the NCAA lournameni has shown, one bad 
game by a superior team or a phenomenal game by a less 
than dominant team can lake place at unfortunate limes. 
There is only so much a coach can do lo help his learn win a 
game. After playing miserably against Easl Carolina in the 
CAA championship, Lefly successfully diagramed an open 
shol iliai would have lied the score in the waning moments 
of ihc game. Wc do not want to place blame on individuals, 
but rather make the point thai anything can happen in the 
conference loumcy (just check with the North Carolina in 
the Atlantic Coast Conference tourney). Lefly has provided 
our university with quality teams that wc know have been 
among the best 64 in the nation, but as long as we remain in 
the CAA, our mosi feared opponent will be lady luck. 
Brad Roberts Greg Kofron 
senior senior 
international business finance 
Celebrate month by studying, 
speaking out on women's role 
To the editor: 
Women of every race, class and ethnic background have 
contributed significantly to the growth of our nation in 
countless ways. Women have served as leaders in ihc 
abolitionist, emancipation, civil rights, peace, industrial 
labor, suffrage and equal opportunity movements. In fact, 
women have served in the forefront of every major 
progressive social change movement. Women continue to 
play a critical economic, social, and cultural mlc in every 
area of American life. 
Despite these contributions, the role of women in history 
has been consistently overlooked and undervalued. 
Congress declared March as Women's History Month 
based on the premise that the role of women needs lo be 
recognized and appreciated. 
With this in mind, the Women's Resource Center has 
planned a variety of events highlighting the impacl of 
American women on history. Wc would like to encourage 
all members of the JMU community to attend an event 
being held on ihc commons tomorrow from 11 a.m. lo 2 
p.m. Wc will have information available regarding the 
contributions of women and an open mike from 12 lo 1 
p.m. Wc invite everyone lo read works by women from the 
past or present who have impacted upon your lives or your 
own works lhal will have an impacl on society today and 
tomorrow. k 
Please join us in celebrating the contributions of women 
from the past, from today and the impact we will all have- 
on ihc future. The contributions of all individuals, 
regardless of gender, race, sexual orientation, religion, 
ability, age, socio/economic status or ethnic background are 
vital lo the continued growth of our nation. 
Stephanie Naman Mkki Edwards 
co-chairwomen Women's History Month 
Professor apologizes for 
presenting 'erroneous data' 
To the editor: 
I am writing lo report thai ihere were errors in ihc data I 
presented at the receni American Association of University 
Professors meeting. The numbers I reported for ihc 1992 
administration were too large. 
I knew there were recent changes in the faculty sections 
of the JMU telephone books to include part-lime faculty 
and thai many temporary full-time positions were changed 
to permanent positions since 1986. While I tried to account 
for these changes for the faculty, I failed lo make the same 
adjustments for the administration. My failure led to 
erroneous data, that I should have recognized since all 
other data showed that students, faculty and administration 
were growing at approximately equal rates. 
I apologize to students and my colleagues for 
misleading them, and especially lo the administration for 
falsely maligning them. I assure you all that these errors 
were not intentional. 
Frank A. Patocsay 
professor of chemistry 
As academics starve, 'weaknesses emerge' 
Do other faculty members share my view lhal JMU is 
noi as strong as it was five years ago? The purpose of 
this column is lo share with the university community 
one faculty member's analysis of how JMU's emerging 
weakness has come to exist. Then, all of us can reflect 
on how JMU could be strengthened. 
Let me begin by inviting you to consider ihe 
possibility that it is a dangerous oversimplification lo 
attribute our problems lo funding shortfalls. Universities 
are complex enough so that attributing their problems lo 
a single cause is naive. 
from a functional perspective, ihc university as we 
experience it, has three parts. There is ihc physical part: 
grounds, buildings, facilities and at JMU, a number of 
businesses such as D Hall, the bookstore, athletic 
programs, dorms and transportation. Another part is 
academics: courses lhal yield credit, degree programs, 
students who study, faculty who leach and conduct 
research, the library and other support staff. A third part 
deals with student life: recruitment and admission, on- 
campus housing, entertainment, social and service clubs, 
non-credit events and the regulations and policies that 
govern human interaction in the student community. 
The overriding purpose of ihe university, including 
the three sub-parts, is lo provide a meaningful and 
useful educational experience to its students. It seems 
obvious that in order lo achieve that mission, a certain 
relationship would exist between the three parts. Simply 
GUEST COWMSIST 
— Jesse Lftlet 
put, one would expect ihc physical and student life aspects 
of the university lo support, sustain and fosler academics. 
In my experience, JMU's emerging weakness lies in our 
increasing deviation from ihis simple relationship. 
For a faculty member, being al JMU is like watching 
Frances Ford Coppola's movie "Koyaanisqaisi."The Hopi 
word that is the movie's lillc hits a number of definitions 
including "world out of balance" or "cra/y world." Faculty 
and students watch as ihe physical and student life parls of 
JMU act independently of— and often at cross purposes lo 
— ihc academic mission. Wc are told that funding sources 
arc different for ihe entities. Two seem to be well funded; 
comparatively speaking, academics is starving. The 
balance — or imbalance — that exists in ihc relationship 
between the ihrce distinct parls of the university creates the 
atmosphere in that our teaching and learning lakes place. 
A starving part will inevitably feel exploited. I feel 
exploited when large numbers of first-year students, most 
of whom reside on campus and are under 21 years of age, 
come to class tired, hung over or debilitated by minor 
ailments lhal could easily be avoided. Such students 
often attribute the fact lhal they arc not prepared for 
class due to chaos in the dorms. They report lhal laic al 
nighi, a diligent person can neither sleep nor study. Why 
is that? Have you ever asked students whom you know 
lo he diligcnl and responsible why Ihcy have moved nfl 
campus? Arc their answers revealing? 
As a faculty member, have you ever had occasion to 
ask for assistance from one of the businesses, or from- 
some part of the student life system'/ Was there 
cooperation? Did the service cost extra? Were there 
constraining regulations and policies? If there was a 
struggle In gain support, did you chouse lo repeal Ihc 
academic experience you were attempting to construct 
or offer? 
As Students come lo JMU and begin to scl their own 
priorities, many of them ineviiably imitate the values 
they find embedded in the "total JMU experience." If 
academics are dominaled, rather than supported by ihe 
physical and siudenl life aspects of the university, how 
can wc expect students lo put academics first? 
Reluctantly, I have come lo believe lhal priorities are 
out-of-balancc at JMU. 1 believe the time has come for 
faculty and students lo work together to insist lhal a 
rational balance, lhal is sustaining of serious academic 
endeavors, be restored. 
Dr. Jesse Liles is a professor of education. 
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WalkAmerica '93 
Saturday, April 24 
JMU Convo lot 
Walk throughout Harrisonburg. Raise money with every step. Or help 
with registration. Either way, you'll be helping to fight birth defects. 
For details, call the 
March of Dimes 
434-7789 









Your best defense is 
knowing the facts. 
1-800-342- AIDS 
1-800-662-HELP 
\ //)/() WORIJ) 
We Honor All 
^Competitor Coupons! 
HARRISONBURG 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
434-0913 
OPEN 7 Days A Week 
10a.m. - 10p.m. 
The Commons Welcomes Singles and Doubles! 
The Commons has the 
Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
•Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.) 
'Double bed in each bedroom 
•Full size washer and dryer 
•Telephone hook-ups 
in each bedroom 
•Built in microwave oven 
•Patio or balcony 
•Free Water and Sewer 
•Free trash pick-up 
•Full time maintenance 
•FREE QUARTERLY 
MAID SERVICE 











Sun by appointment 
869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
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The JMU women's soccer team 
placed first in a six-team, 7-on-7 
tournament that included defending 
national champion North Carolina last 
weekend in Raleigh, N.C. 
JMU and North Carolina both 
finished with a 3-0-2 record, but JMU 
was awarded the championship based 
on a tie-breaker. 
"I've been trying to get them to 
understand that we're as good as any 
top-10 program out there," head coach 
Dave Lombardo said. "I think this 
weekend was a turning point for 
them." 
JMU played North Carolina to a 2- 
2 tie in their head-to-head matchup. 
The Tar Heels, who have won seven 
straight NCAA championships, played 
with all of their top players. 
"We were up 2-0 on North Carolina 
at one point," Lombardo said. "But 
they're the national champs, and we 
got a little unsettled with that and let 
them back in it." 
Junior midfielder Carrie Proost 
scored four goals and redshirt 
sophomore forward Kerri O'Connell 
tallied three in the tournament for the 
Dukes. 
JMU also defeated N.C. State 1-0, 
North Carolina-Wesleyan 1-0, 
Campbell 6-land tied North Carolina- 
Greensboro 1-1. 
The Dukes have been in and out of 
the top 20 each of the past two 
seasons, narrowly missing the NCAA 
tournament both times. Last year, 
JMU was 12-6-1. 
— Steve Miranda 
12th-ranked Dukes destroy 
Eagles, move to 2-0 in CAA 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Laura Whelan (center) was-one of nine players to score Tuesday. 
Women's golfer captures 
first place in Williamsburg 
by Steve Miranda 
assistant sports editor 
JMU senior golfer Calay Jaynes 
won the Ford's Colony/William & 
Mary Invitational Golf Tournament 
held last weekend in Wiliamsburg. 
Jaynes shot a tournament-low 76 
on the second day and Finished with 
a 81-76—157, two strokes ahead of 
Penn State's Collen Scally, giving 
Jaynes her first-ever first place 
finish. 
"After four years, I've had a lot of 
second place finishes," Jaynes said. 
"I was afraid I was going to graduate 
without winning one." 
JMU's Christy Power placed 
fourth overall with a score of 162. 
Methodist won the 11-team 
tournament team title with a score of 
654. Penn State was second with 
667, and JMU and Longwood tied 
for third at 675. 
Jaynes said the team was able to 
play while in Florida over Spring 
Break at the Rollins Tournament, but 
the recent snowstorm has forced the 
team to practice indoors more than 
usual. 
"Because of the weather we 
haven't been able to get outside 
much," Jaynes said. "We've been 
pretty much practicing inside. That's 
hard with golf— you kind of have to 
be outside to get a feel for it. You 
can only hit balls into the net so 
many times." 
The Dukes have two more meets 
this season — April 9-11 at the Ohio 
State Invitational and April 16-18 at 
the Penn State Invitational. 
Team Scoring 
1. Methodist College 654 
2. Penn State 667 
3. JMU—Purple 675 
Longwood College 675 
5. William & Mary 686 
6. UNC—Greensboro 703 
7. Coll. of Charleston 743 
8. JMU—Gold 743 
9. Radford 796 
10. Yale 772 
11. Appalachian St. 803 
Top JMU finishes 
Calay Jaynes 157 
Christy Power 162 
Kim Grahn 172 
Heidi McWilliams 177 
Heather Breeden 177 
Niki Crist 179 
Heather Betts 179 
by Steve Burnette 
contributing writer 
The JMU women's lacrosse team 
mopped up American 13-1 at soggy 
Bridgeforth Stadium Tuesday, using a 
balanced attack that had nine different 
Dukes reach the scoring column. 
The 12th-ranked Dukes, who were 
coming off a 9-5 win over Delaware 
Monday, upped their overall record to 
2-2, 2-0 in the Colonial Athletic 
Association. 
Senior Troyhann Santos started the 
Dukes' scoring barrage just 1:37 into 
the game and the Dukes never looked 
back. 
It took nearly 10 minutes before 
American could even mount a serious 
attack in JMU's zone, when AU's 
Michelle Comace notched the Eagles' 
only goal. But by that time the Dukes 
were already leading 4-1. 
JMU got strong play at midfield, as 
junior Kathrine Robinson, who netted 
two first-half goals, and senior co- 
captain Gretchcn Zimmerman both 
had solid games. American only 
managed a total of seven shots, barely 
testing the two JMU goalies, senior 
Lara Juenger and junior Michclc 
Julian. 
"Midfield is the strength of our 
team," head coach Dee McDonough 
said. "And our midfielders performed 
well today." 
Freshmen Caryn Habay, Jen 
Gicking, and junior Laurie Ann Dick 
also scored twice for JMU. Habay's 
second goal capped off the scoring 
with five minutes in the game, as the 
Dukes coasted the rest of the way. 
Against Delaware, JMU grabbed a 
5-1 lead at halftime and cruised past 
die Blue Hens. Santos led die Dukes' 
attack with four goals, while senior 
Maureen Lacy added three and 
sophomore Danyle Heffernan chipped 
in with two. Juenger saved 13 shots in 
goal for the Dukes. 
JMU travels north today to take on 
sixth-ranked Loyola (Md.) and will 
finish their road trip Saturday at No. 1 
ranked Maryland. This will be a big 
test for JMU, according to 
Zimmerman. 
"Loyola is a very aggressive team 
but I think we have a good chance to 
beat them as long as we play as 
intense as we did against Delaware 
[Monday]," she said. "The key to the 
Maryland game is not to be 
intimidated because they're the No. 1 
team in the country. If we can keep 
our composure we should do all 
right." 
This season, the Dukes schedule 
contains seven teams ranked in the top 
15 in the nation in Lacrosse 
Magazine, with No. 7 William & 
Mary, No. 3 Virginia and No. 13 Yale 
upcoming. 
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Large One 
'83    ToPPin8pi22a 
  
Cj3 CVSS: .i 
P****! 
433-3776 
1 Pizza - $5.99 
2 Pizzas - $10.99 
l       ■—i 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 
Good for a limited time 
Medium One 




1 Pizza - $4.99 
2 Pizzas - $8.99  ^B dls- 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 
Good tor a limited time 
| POUR        Small One 
STAR    Topping Pizza 
**•* 
433-3776 
1 Pizza - $3.99 
2 Pizzas - $6.99 
Extra top 
Good 







12" subs and 
two 16 oz. drinks 
Large One 
IPKA    Topping Piaaa 
i****i 
433-3776 
1 Pizza - $5.99 
2 Pizzas - $10.99 
J 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 





12" subs and      - 




Pocket Billiard & Trick Shot Artist 
The popular star ot the pocket billiard game will 
devote his shows to a demonstration ol billiard 
fundamentals, designed to show the beginner how 
to approach the game. He will also open his well- 
tilled bag ot trick shots. 
White, one ot the cleverest and amusing per 
formers in the business, has many teats to his 
credit, o} which perhaps the most spectacular is 
his high run ot 319. established in Bangor, Maine 
w iff Be Appearing: 
i ,li i l      « 
Monday, March 29th. thru 
Friday, April 2nd in the 
Warren Campus Center Game Room. 
Clinics, Tournaments, and an 
1 exhibition to be held 
throughout the week. 
Call the Game Room (x6020) 
for more information. 
Appeared on 
/vmeroug TV Show// 
reaturect/K 
Top Mof kites// 
™~ 
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Chalking up victories to the Max 
by Alison Boyce 
skywriter 
The image of a pool shark might run along the 
lines of Paul Newman's character in "The Color of 
Money" — rough, chain-smoking, a dark 
personality. 
But while junior geography major Max Eberle 
fits none of these characteristics, his stroke is sharp 
enough to place him among the best players in the 
country, as he prepares for the Collegiate National 
Tournament April 23-25. 
The berth to the competition came after Eberle 
won the American Collegiate Union International 
Tournament in Knoxville in February. 
"I came in second the last two years," Eberle says. 
"You can imagine what I was thinking going into the 
finals this year: 'I better win this.'" 
Eberle practiced three to five hours every day as a 
freshman, but he has since cut down to practicing a 
couple of times a week. 
"I'm not quite sure where I want to be yet," Eberle 
says. "Eventually I want to be world champion. But 
if I don't do that, fine. I think I could do it if I 
wanted to, but I have to devote my time to it." 
But there is more involved in attempting to be 
world champion then just practice. 
"There's a tournament circuit, and you have to 
travel," he says. "It takes money and ume. It would 
be fun for a few years, but not the rest of my life." 
Introduced to pool at age 12 by his grandfather, 
who had a table in the basement of his house, Eberle 
says playing pool runs in the family. 
"It was like a competition thing," he says. "My 
grandpa played and my dad played, so I decided I 
should. My uncle and my cousin played, so I had to 
prove myself." 
Eberle, at age 13, won the second tournament he 
entered and by the time he reached 15, he was 
beating his grandfather. His biggest victory came at 
18 when he won Junior Nationals. 
Winning is great, but tournaments are also 
educational, according to Eberle. 
"There are so many intricacies and nuances fof 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Junior Max Eberle says if he works hard, he could be the world champion someday. 
pool]," Eberle said. "You're always learning 
something. The concentration it takes is sort of a mix 
between science and art." 
Eberle says that being good at geometry and 
physics helps him out in his play. 
"You have a good eye for what's going on around 
the table, the angles, the spin of the ball," he says. 
"That's the most important thing." 
Although Eberle says the best part of the 
tournaments is winning them, he also enjoys the 
people he has met along the way. 
"[Pool] sort of has a bad image," he says, "like too 
many seedy people hanging out. But everyone's 
really pretty nice. They don't really get into any 
fights unless alcohol is involved." 
After three years of college-related stress, Eberle 
plans on taking next semester off to travel out West 
to places such as Seattle and Arizona. 
"I'm just going to do whatever I want to do, get 
away from school for awhile," he says. "And play a 
little pool, if I need some money." 
Once a pool shark, always a pool shark. 
Track teams hope to get a leg up on competition 
by Kevin Finch 
staffwriter 
The JMU men's and women's 
track teams, after a successful indoor 
season, will be off and running this 
weekend as they begin their outdoor 
seasons. 
Men's head track coach Bill 
Walton said the highlight of both 
seasons will be the JMU Invitational 
April 17, when JMU invites top 
teams like Seton Hall, George Mason 
and Navy to Bridgeforth Stadium. 
"That will be the best athletic 
competition event on campus this 
year," Walton said. "It will consist of 
the best teams in the East. It should 
be quite a meet." 
Senior hurdler Jerry Roney, who 
finished fifth at the Olympic Trials 
last summer in the 110-meter hurdles 
and is striving for a national 
championship this season, will lead 
the men's team. . 
Roney will also help out in the 
sprints, where junior Kelly Hawkins 
leads the field after qualifying for the 
NCAA Indoor Championships in the 
winter. "He's our 
best 100-meter sprinter," Walton 
said about Hawkins. "He's looking 
for a return trip to the NCAAs." 
The sprint corps includes junior 
Shawn Foreman and senior Eric 
Jones, both All-East selections, along 
with sophomore Tevis Brunson and 
freshman Brad Meade. 
Sophomore Matt Holthaus holds 
the outdoor record in the 800-meter 
run and will lead the middle distance 
pack. 
Holthaus will team with junior 
Paul Moye, sophomore Rob Hoadley 
and sophomore Mike Marshall to 
form what Henner believes could be 
one of the top 10 4x800-meter relay 
teams in the country. 
Leading the distance runners will 
be senior Chris Straub, who along 
with junior Phil Dickenson figure to 
be JMU's best in the 5,000- and 
10,000-meter runs. 
"This year we hope to finish third 
or beuer at the IC4As," Walton said. 
"I hope we have more than three 
athletes advance to the NCAAs." 
The women's team will be led by 
Ail-American sophomore Tiombc 
Hurd, who placed third in the triple 
jump at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships and is the first JMU 
female athlete to earn All-Amcrican 
honors in indoor track. 
While also expecting a big year 
Men's Track & Field 
1993 Upcoming Schedule 
March 26-27 at Raleigh Relays 
April 2-3        at Colonial Relays. 
Williamsburg 
April 10        at CAA Champioships. 
Wilmington, N.C 
April 17 JMU Invitational 
April 22       at  Perm Relays, Philadelphia 
May ! at  George Mason Invitational 
May 8 at  George Mason Invitational 
Women's Track & Field 
1993 Upcoming Schedule 
March 26-27   at Raleigh Relays 
April 2-3 at Colonial Relays, 
Williamsburg 
April 10 at CAA Championships 
Williamsburg. N.C 
April 17 JMli Invitational 
April 22 at Pain Relays. Philadelphia 
May 1 at George Mason Invitational 
May 8 at Georgetown Invitational 
  ,  
from Hurd, head coach Gwen Harris 
said the team's success will hinge in 
part on the performances of juniors 
Katrina Allen and Janai Hill in the 
sprints and long jump. 
"If we can get those two to do 
well in their events, we should be 
pretty successful," Harris said. 
Harris is also expecting good 
things from senior Susan Ferrel and 
freshman Jessie Velanzon who will 
compete in the field events. 
Senior Amy Taylor and junior 
Melissa Freeda both earned All-East 
indoor honors and ran on the 
distance medley relay team that 
placed second at the Eastern 
Championships. 
Senior Erica Bates, another All- 
East selection, holds the school 
outdoor record in the 400-meter 
sprint. 
Harris has laid out her goals for 
the team. 
"We want to do well at the 
conference meet and the eastern 
championships," Harris said. "We 
would like to go to nationals again." 
Both teams open their seasons at 
the Raleigh Relays in Raleigh, N.C. 
this weekend. The Colonial Athletic 
Association Championships are set 
for April 10 in Wilmington, N.C. 
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.Restaurant 
WXwrw music Hvmm it Harrtmoflnnrg 
^ 
111 N. Main St.  Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Thursday—Headstone Circus 
& Smitty's Jug Band 
rak-EDDIE FROM OHIO 
N.O.U.A. Sensation! Hot! Hot! rockin acoustic! 
Suturdnv-Teffi Allafd — Country • Folk • Soul 
Mondv-QPm STAGE wl 
Blind lemon Phillips a FREE I« 
•s 
Restaurant 
Wb~r* MH>IC Uvmm Itt HmwrtMO—bttrx 
171 N. Main St.  Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
1 off Thursday's cover!! 
Headstone Circus 
and Smitty's Jug Band 
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day 





llb. °f SNOW CRAB LEGS 
French Fries & Slaw 
q>T*^U plus tax 
Each additional pound 




Get here early for the best seats! 
Have All Your Buddies Left You Behind? 
Check Out Our Roomate Referral Program! 
C   R   ()   S   S   I   N   (I Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: 
Ashby Crossing 
1235-F Devon Lane, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday 
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday 
► Covered bus shelter 
► Bus pickup every 15 minutes 
» Short walk to JMU 
* Designated Driver program 
■ Full-size washer & dryer 
► Ample, well-lighted parking 
* Individual leases     • Volleyball court 
► Weight Room • 24 hour Maintenance 
►Basketball court       • Double beds available 
E<u«HMlng 




• Madison Gardens 








Realty, be ofHamsonburg 
•^Better 
1373 S. Main St. 
Sports Briefs 
Wells qualifies for Regional 
Championship 
JMU gymnast freshman Ivy 
Wells is among seven all-around 
competitors who have qualified for 
the NCAA Southeast Region 
Championships to be held April 3 at 
the University of Georgia. 
Wells qualifying score of 37.725 
ranked her third among the 
individual all-around competitors. 
Teammate Sharie Murphy scored a 
37.5125 and is the First alternate for 
the regional meet. 
The top teams and individuals 
from the five regional meets will 
qualify for the NCAA National 
Championships April 15-17 at 
Oregon State University. 
JMU's Mercer qualifies for 
NCAA gymnastics meet 
JMU gymnast Todd Mercer has 
qualified for the NCAA East Region 
Championships to be held April 3 at 
the University of Illinois. 
Mercer, a sophomore, has 
qualified to compete in the floor 
excercise. He holds the JMU record 
(9.7) in the event and last Sunday 
set a state-meet record (9.7) in the 
floor excercise in winning the state 
tide. 
Mercer is also the JMU record- 
holder in the all-around at 53.15. 
Teams invited to the meet include 
Ohio State, Minnesota, Michigan 











• Bodycount defeated Kappa 
Sigma in the men's walleyball 
championship and Earthly 
Treasure defeated Mother's 
Milk for the co-rec tide. 
• Any student interested in 
leaching aerobics for next year 
should fill out an application 
in Godwin Hall, room 213. 
Tryouts will be held April 17. 
Questions can be answered in 
an informal meeting April 1 at 
9 a.m. in Godwin Hall, room 
205, or by calling Robin 
Poullz at x6669. 
• All students, faculty and staff 
members interested in 
participating in a paintgun war 
sponsored by the Outing Club 
Friday through Sunday can 
contact Beth Gorman at x4024. 
• The men's rugby club will play 
North Carolina Slate Saturday at 
1 p.m. at the Convocation Center 
Field. 
• The woman's Softball club will 
host Duke Saturday on the 
diamond behind the 
Convocation Center 
Coming to JMU on APRIL 18,1993... 
TOAD THE WET SPROCKET 
Tickets will go on sale March 29th 
 $8 w/ID      $12 w/out ID  
KEVIN LOCKE 
Thurs.. April 1,1993 
Wilson Hall, 8:00PM 
n&ra The New UPB WANTS YOU to join the crew!!! Joining the UPB will provide you with fun, excitement, 
and a rewarding experience. 
The New 
Join The Crew 
Jmiwi Mvilrvon I ■ t>»r>tl* 
The New UPB is 
looking for a Musical 
Events Chair and a 
Publicity Chair. 
Applications are 
available in the UPB 
Office and are due 
TODAY. 
You'll have the opportunity to meet popular 
comedians. Influential speakers, and totally 
groovy bands like TOADIHE WET SPROCKET 
and so much morel! Applications are now 
available for volunteers for all committees 
of the UPB. You cart pick up an application 
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Monday and Tuesday 
OPEN UNTIL: 
8 pm Mon - Fri 
11 - 6 Sat, 12 - 5 Sun 
**jsi*#. 
20 West Water St. 433-5550 
Madison Manor offers all the luxuries you 
deserve in a quiet setting with the privacy you 
need. The ideal community for seniors and 
grad students, or anyone who wants to 
escape the ZOO found at those other 
"OFF-CAMPUS1 apartment complexes. 
Call Joe or stop by today! 
434*6166 
$50 off first months rent with this ad... 
expires 3*31*93 
*rw* 
j/t*r* mirt is fttud ftr /its/ 
Cool Breeze 
Cyclery & 
u;: 5 <  ;2:;  ■ 1I11GSS 
1550 E. M A K K ET ST. 
£k Rollerbkd 























5i   lm   XlZ'llZ    Hardrock (ladies) Sat.   3/27    9 am-6 pm     ..     ,      .   :,.        ' 












ALL IN STOCK 
MERCHANDISE WILL BE 
DISCOUNTED A 
MINIMUM OF 10 
RALEIGH 
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THAT MIS A 
ROTTEN TRICK 
wiss WORMWOOD, i 
PROTEST THIS "C" GRADE! 
THAT'S 5AUNG  I ONLi 
DID AN •AVERAGE" JOB.' 
/ 
I GOT 75% OF THE ANSWERS 
CORRECT, AND IN TODAYS 
9XIETH, DOING SOMETHING 
757. RIGHT \S OUTSTANDING' 
IF GOVERNMENT WD INDUSTRY 
WERE 75V. COMPETENT, VO 
BE ECSTATIC! 
I WONT   STAND EC* THIS 
ARTIFICIAL STANDARD OF 
PERFORMANCE.'  I DEMAND 
AN "A" FOR THIS KIND OF 
WORK! 
1   THINK ITS RENA.M GRcfS=, 
WOW SUE DRINKS MAALDX 
STRAIGHT F ROW THE 
BOTTLE. 
HISTORY WILL THANK. ME 
FOR KEEPING THIS JOURNAL 
AT SUCH A •toONG AGE.   _ 
AS ONE OF  THOSE RARE 
INOWIDUALS DESTINEO FOR 
TRUE GREATNESS, THIS RECORD 
OF  W TH0UGHT5 AND 
CONNICTTONS WILL PROVIDE 
INVALUABLE  INSIGHT  INTO 
BUDDING GENIUS. 
THINK OF IT.' A PRICELESS 
HISTORICAL DOCUMENT IN 
THE MAKING.'   WOW.' 
.50 WWO ELSE 
SHOOLD I ADD 




EVEN KNOW ? 
"Boy, evefyone's really out wandering the 
streets tonight... I tell you, Charles, we're getting 
to be real home zombtes." 
»? 
*> 
OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb 
COHPOTER? 
WHAT'5   WR0U6 WITH THE 
SHAPE - &UIPTW* DfVlCfc*. 
ANALYZING. 
ZZZZZT. . ZZZZT. . . BEEP. . . ZZZT 
TOO MUCH MEMORY OCCUPIED 
TO STORE HIOH SCORE ON 
"SUPER MARIO BROTHERS.' 
S.  HATS THiiC 
MORAL. oitCfWAS 
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For just $5, you can become a member of 
our exclusive dub. YouV receive a 
membership card and these strong points— 
• EXCLUSIVE LOGO TEE SHIRT 
•EXCLUSIVE BASEBALL CAP 
• SPECIAL EVENTS 
* SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
PROGRAM 
Get The Point... 
ask your Sales Associate for details. 
WOODWARD & LOTH ROP 
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FORRENT 
Townhouse - Furnished, lemale JMU. 3 
Nocks. W/D Available August. $150 434 
1040 
m apt*. - Short loaeoe available 4 blocks 
on Dutchmi Court Exceptional value Check 
UIOU. $31 S/mo 434-2100 
Hawkins Street - 4BH, 2 baths, compWet* 
lumished. $195. waler deluded 433 8822 
Universrly Place - 4BR, 2 bathe, compleiely 
lumished, $195. individual lease 433-8822 
University Place - 3BR, 2 baths, compleiely 
fumshed. $205/$225. pnvate bath Individual 
lease, water included. W/O. MW. bus serves 
4334822 
College Station - More room tor the 
money. Individual leases 48H lownhouses 
Furnished including MW. W/D, DW Call 
Dorolhy Ritchie or Jim Accord, agents 
Commonwealth Really Inc 432-6541 or 434 
2977 
1M tor rent In 2BR apt - Hunter's Ridge 
Quiet aimosphere M/F. 5275 plus utilities 
Contact Enc. «4670 
Nag* Head, NC - Relatively new house. luly 
lumished. W/O. OW. central A/C, available 
May 1 through August 31, sleeps 7 - 
$1500/mo (804)850-1532 
Sublet - May through August Female non 
smoker. 1 RM available $150/mo negotiable 
432-1547 
4BR house - With large kitchen. 2 baths 
tving room. WO. A/C. tots of parking $600 
(703) 536-2773, Glen 
Tired of the bus ride? 1 & 2 BR apts close 
to JMU Some utilities included. 432-3979. 
leave message 
Nags Head aree • Student housing 
available lor summer employment ai In* 
beach Call RE/MAX Ocean Realty, (919) 
441-4127. 
Aeney Creasing summer sublet - 2 RM* 
available. $375 per room for the entire 
* 434-5118 
4BR duplex heat* - 5 mm, campus. W/O, 
base Aug/Aug. $210r*ach 433-1109 
Summer sublet -1 BR in 2 BR apt Madeon 
Manor Furnished. A/C, W/O. $15fVmo. . 
utilities. Available May - August. Can 564 
0283, leave message 
Female to share nice, large 2 »R 
townhouse with deck - Quart neighborhood 
Reasonable rant Starting in May. Carl 432- 
9602. 
2A3 M cendo* tor mose who Ike to raku 
at horn*. Pool, racuzzi, weight room 8 much 
more Madison Manor. 432-1860 The 
Prudential AskforMke! 
l-4ln\10minulewaktoJMU South 
Main St area, plenty ot parking 433-2126. 
after 5 
Summer sublet - Hunter's Ridge 
townhouse. 2 RM. lumished, W/D. cable 
$175 pan utilities Available May - August 
Can 564 0266 
2 BR apt. - Yard, porch. August lease. 
$400/mo >3068 432 0449 
Hunter's Ridge townhouse - Upstairs 
available Summer sublet $140'mo Call 43? 
1970 
College Station - 4 girl*, yearly leasa. 
$ 195/mo 434-6411 
Sublease Hunter's Ridge - May-August 
Pros negotiable Cal Dervd. 432-9065 
Summer - Males, lumished. Madison 
Square -$150/mo . share utilities 434-3397 or 
13206 
Sublet - 4 BR in Ashby Crossing. May 9 
Augusts Call433-3457 
Oreat summer home - Culest house in 
Hamsonburg 2 blocks trom campus 3 RMs 
available $100/mo (negotiable) Call 432 
9338 
Summer   sublet   -   Hunter's   Ridge 
townhouse W/O ATC SHOfno Mike 432 
6536 
J-M Apartment* - 434-1 (47. 2 BR 
$350'mo 3 BR, $375/mo All apis near 
Cantrel Bridge, one ot the closest complexes 
to JMU Owner manages The good apts go 
lust so come by & see us1 
Summer sublease - May-August. 
$30O/summer Bis are cheap CaH 564 2559 
Summer sublets-611 Main 5644404 
1 M sublet - May September. 2 blocks Irom 
campus Lke new. Kim, 564-1466 
FQRSALE 
4 111 furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge. 
Mounted own*r. $64,900.434-0172 
Spinet-Console plan* - Wanted, 
responsible party to make low monthly 
payments See locally Cal (800) 327-3345 
Mountain bike - Cannondato M2004 Full 
Door* XT. $795 Erk. 432-0238. 
HELP WANTED 
Greeks A Clubs - Raise a cool $1,010 in 
lust on* week! Plus $1,000 for the member 
who calls' And a free igloo cooler it you 
quality Cal (800) 932-0528, <65 
Summer job - Bath Co. farm. Vegetable 
production, marketing, sal**. Salary, 
commission, room A board (703) 9964273. 
6:30-9 p.m tor into. 
Looking for student group* to sponsor us 
on campus Fundraiser; last, easy, big $'s 
Cal (800) 592 2121 «309.  
Waitresses needed at Jew' - 22 S Main 
Si Breaklast, afternoon A evening srntts No 
Seniors please 
Summer employment - Facilities 
Management. Summer positions available 
with grounds, housekeeping, building 
maintenance A moving crews May 10 - 
August 27 Must be available lo work 40 
hours per week, 7 30am - 4pm, Monday - 
Friday $4 25/hr, no slate benelits Va state 
application required; may be picked up in the 
foyer of HiHcresl House Submit apptcations 
by April 9. 1993 to Employee Relations & 
Training, Hiiicrest House, James Madison 
University. Hamsonburg, VA 22807 EOE/AA 
Typist - Accurate, reasonable. Close lo 
JMU Rush robs welcome 434 4947 
Secretary 
Preferably someone with interest in 
JMU Honor System. Must be 
comfortable working with confidential 
matters. Works/W.P. 5/0 experience 
needed. Applications available at 
WCC info desk 
Due by April 2. 
Looking for hardworking, independant 
student interested in exciting Summer 
enpenence out West with Southwestern Co 
Average proll $5640 Contact >5539 
Resort Telemarketing 
Evening & weekend shifts avail- 
guaranteed hrty min plus generous 
commissions, paid training, valuable 
work experience for marketing A 
communication majors, convenient 
location ( behind Valley Mall) Call 
today. 564 0095 Ask for Mr Kerr 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost - Keys on IKl brass keychaln. CaH 
564 0538II lound 
Black right hand isotoner-like glove lound 
atWMRA 
Found - Emarold, gold ring in D-Hall 
before Break Describe lo claim. Cal Knsta 
433-9935 
SERVICES 
Attention JMU students - Now offering $8 
haircuts on Monday thru Wednesday, wak- 
ms welcome Classic Touch, 1431 South 
Main St 564 0212 
The Country Place - 40 miles NW m Luray, 
a 2 BR chalet wth lueplace A campground for 
up to 40 people near G W National Forest A 
Shenandoah River Reservations/brochures 
(703) 743-4007 
Typing - Computer generated, laser 
printed Resumes, papers, etc Karen. 289 
5745 
Great Party Tunes! Call National DJ 
Connection now! 433-0360 
 RoTICl  
For more information & assistance 
regarding the investigation ol 
Imanong business opportunities A 
work at home opportunities, contact 




Clergy couple seeks to provide loving A 
secure home lor a while infant & lo belriend 
a birth mother dunng a difficul lime Please 
call EHyA Hugh collect, (804) 750-1558 
Female roommate - 1993/94, 4 BR apt 501 
High St $170/mo 433-1010, individual lease 
2 Female roommates to share 5-BR 
townhouse at University Court $20u7mo reni 
433-1579 
Wanted - Good used Ml. bike. Call John 
434-1847 
RSONALS 
Adoption - A lite tilled with love, laughter & 
lullabies Happily married couple hoping lo 
adopt Call Jeanne 8 Ken collect (804) 282 
1652 
Heading for Europe this summer? Only 
S1691 Jet there anylime lor only $169 with 
AIRHITCHi (Reported in Lei's Go' 6 NY 
Times) AIRHITCH (212) 864-2000 
Adoption - Childless couple, happily 
married A secure wishes to adopt newborn 
We can help each other' Call Robyn Jim 
eoleel (703)912 6058 
Caring, stable, single female teacher 
desires to adopt Caucasian baby Financially 
secure Can provide loving & tun family Call 
colect. Alison (804) 572 8403 or write PO 
Box 655 Somh Boston VA 24592 
Players 
121 S. Main St. 
Techno Night 
Saturday March 27 





Beginning cross stitch class - March 29 
Call Dees Needleworks, 4344347 
CAFE 6N THE COMMONS 
FRI. MARCH 26 
8-10PM 
LIVE ACOUSTIC MUSIC 
SPONSORED BY 
PCM 
Honor Council Investigator applications - 
Available at WCC Info desk Due March 26 
CAF£6NTHC COMMONS 
FEATURING 
TIM, TERI, JEFF & RICK 
FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
8-10PM 
SPONSORED BY PCM 
Computer* are changing our 
world, our environment, 
our culture, our future1 
COMPUTER FAIR '93 
Next Tue* A Wed in the Convo 
FREE with JMU ID 
Into Line 568-3000 
1-Pitch Softball sign-up deac me n or, 
March 30. Godwin 213 16 team tor 
Happy Birthday Sarah Baldwin! i si 
remember, you may be 23 but yo. rp - i" 
president! SWS0 love laliana & Allison 
LAG - We've never gotten so much mail! 
Thanks' AIA 
XXX, Kt * 1.11 - Thanks lor making our 
St Patty's Day a blast' All 
AXA, X4> « i-K - Trunks lor making 
Mekose so great1 /TA 
IK Greetings to Sisters abroad! Tina 
Angela Tracy Michelle i Jenny' 
AXA congratulates Maleah Zalubowski on 
her position as Greek coordinator1 
HABITAT WORKDAY 
APRIL 10 
Come Swing A Hammer 
Call 
Lauren Cogswell, X7312 
AKA Around the World was out ot this 
world! Love. /TA 
l.\    W* had a great Urn* gong down the 





Call Lauren Gogswell 
X7312 
We mis* our Sisters oversees - Steph 
Schwartz. Lea Gebhardt, Jen Manen A 
Aimee Radii Love from the Burg All A 
There are a lew opening* (or 
the MAY SESSION IN 
ITALY/FRANCE 
3 credits (FL 309) 
Paria - Riviera - Florence 
Rome - Chateaux - Venice 
For into contact: Dr. Ham let- 
Metz Keezell 420 
x6069 or X6128 














GET ONE FREE! 





the Price of 








Good After 8pm 
433-2300 
JMU Campus / S. Main St 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
LARGE PHRIY SH VINGSJ 




NO COUPONNECESSARYFOR A LIMITED TIME!- 
TWO MEDIUM 
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
99 
♦ 
. Original or "Hesty Deep Dish" 
IATE WGWT 
9. 
>& SO ON 
PIZZA PANIC 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING 
PITTA A * SEE COKES QB 
r i^—™ **ffi£E TWISTYBREAD! 
6 99 
Orisinal or "ZZcsty Deep Dish 
Hunters Ridge & Zeta Tau AlpHa 
presents 
»f 1JV1L* JEO 1 I $20 ENTRY FEE 
sStt&. FIRST PRIZE...$200      SECOND...$100   
4-ON-4 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
DOMINO'S PIZZA     COKES    T-SHIRTS    GIVEAWAYS 
J For Info 
•  Call Cannic x5025 or 
I   Anthony 434-5150 
